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Mark Aurit, R.Ph.
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As an automated pharmacy looking
to the future, I see script volumes
will continue to rise. Pharmacies
large or small will need automation
to free up time to converse with
customers, to provide cognitive
services, disease state management,
medication therapy management
and more.
Mark Aurit, R.Ph.
Gateway Health Mart Pharmacy
Bismarck, ND

Parata congratulates Mark Aurit and the
other winners of the 2010 Next-Generation
Pharmacist Awards, a program created to
recognize professionals who are defining the
future of pharmacy by their innovative practices.
Call for entries has been extended to
April 8, 2011. Learn more at
nextgenerationpharmacist.com.

Mobility. Accuracy. Efﬁciency.

PharmScan.NET by SoftWriters gets you out from behind
the desk and onto the front lines of your pharmacy operations.
With PharmScan.NET in hand, you can easily:
• Automate physical inventory
• Eliminate dispensing errors
• Verify shipping tote contents
• Provide an electronic ﬁnal review of prescriptions.
PharmScan.NET seamlessly integrates with FrameworkLTC®, a
leader in pharmacy management automation. The handheld device
leverages the powerful Microsoft Windows Mobile® PC platform
providing a stable, familiar and easy to use tool to drive
efﬁciency throughout your entire pharmacy operation.
From anywhere in the pharmacy, PharmScan.NET
sends real-time information to FrameworkLTC, so that
all of your data is in one place. This makes actions such
as inventory management, prescription packaging, and
reporting easy and accurate.

Contact SoftWriters to free yourself
from the desktop.
Call: 877.238.4516, option 3
Email: mobile@softwriters.com
Visit: www.frameworkltc.com

SoftWriters, Inc.
softwriters inc.

Pharmacy Management Technology

Windows Mobile® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. FrameworkLTC® is “Certiﬁed for Windows”.
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How Mobile Technology Is
Impacting Pharmacy Management
Mobile technology has an ever-increasing role in driving efficiency,
accuracy, and improved financial performance in pharmacies of every
size and type. Whether it’s industrial-grade technology that’s gaining
new features, ideas for using existing mobile devices to elevate your
practice, or the newest apps for smart device platforms, there’s plenty to
consider. Story begins on page 23.
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Offering immunizations can not only create a new revenue stream, but
can also increase pharmacy traffic, provide opportunities to interact with
patients, and position your pharmacy as an accessible community provider
of clinical services. First, though, it helps to have partners who can help
you understand the intricacies of immunization billing. Read what two
pharmacies have done to build immunization business.

14 Problems Are Solutions in Their Infancy
by Don Grove, R.Ph.

The author, owner of J & D Pharmacy in Warsaw, Mo., presents his
thoughts on organizing pharmacy workflow, assigning staff to tasks, and
integrating technology into it all in order to process
more prescriptions with the same staffing levels,
while maintaining margins and accuracy and allowing time for clinical services. Don offers his list
of dos and don’ts with the goal of helping pharmacists and their pharmacies become exceptional.

18 Addressing Invalid Prescriber IDs:

Next-Generation Solutions
by Craig Ford

Pharmacy management system databases need to have clean, valid prescriber data. This isn’t an easy task, and there are plenty of workarounds
in use. But invalid prescriber IDs are coming under increased scrutiny
— as highlighted by a 2010 OIG study — and reimbursements could be
at risk. Read about the background to the problem and various solutions,
including what’s on the cutting edge.
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You make lives better.
We give you the time to do it.
Customers deserve quality care. QS/1 gives you the time to deliver it.
®

Our end-to-end integrated pharmacy system and services automate your
entire operation, including your front-end and HME, allowing you to deliver
the care your patients need. With every transaction. Every day.

1.800.231.7776
www.qs1.com
© 2011, J M SMITH CORPORATION. QS/1 is a registered trademark of the J M Smith Corporation.
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L

ast year the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy
(NABP) passed a resolution that called for the “development and utilization of technology to ensure complete patient
profile data.”
What this means is adding to a patient’s profile whatever over-the-counter (OTC)
products and dietary supplements the patient is taking — then to include these products when the system screens for drug interactions.
The resolution was passed to recognize that some pharmacy management systems do
not provide for the addition of this information without a prescription.
At the recent annual conference of the American Society for Automation in
Pharmacy (ASAP), results of a survey conducted with system vendors validated
NABP’s concerns.
The survey, which had responses from 27 system vendors and chains with proprietary
systems, showed that a little over 60% of the systems will allow pharmacists to add
OTCs and dietary supplements without a prescription. And 75% reported that when
these products are added, they are included in drug-interaction screening. Not a
100% in either case. These findings can be cause for concern as the profession tries to
position itself for participation in health information exchanges with an interoperable
electronic health record (EHR).
What the survey could not determine was, in cases where this functionality
exists, whether pharmacists are taking advantage of it. Since there is not 100%
incorporation by system vendors, this seems to indicate that it’s not a high priority
among pharmacists.
However, this information is another way to improve patient safety. It also elevates
pharmacy’s professional role. And it certainly would be consistent with where the
newly formed Pharmacy e-Health Information Technology Collaborative wants to
take the profession. One goal of the collaborative is for pharmacies to have access to
and use an electronic health record that has been certified as having specific functionality. To find out more about the collaborative, go to pharmacye-hit.org.
In the functional profile developed by NCPDP and HL7 for a pharmacist/pharmacy
provider electronic health record, inclusion of OTCs and dietary supplements in the
patient’s profile will be required. This leads me to another survey by ASAP, with the
results presented at its annual conference. The survey was done to determine awareness of this functional profile among system vendors. The results showed there was
little awareness. The survey included the software requirements and asked how long
it would take to develop a single logical health record that would be used for each
patient, this representing an entirely new software module that prescription records
would feed into. The majority felt a year or longer. The good news is that 90% said
they would be willing to develop this software module. But this is not something they
are going to drop everything to do until there is considerable user demand.
The next few years are going to be an interesting time for pharmacy. The profession
cannot afford to be left behind in health IT, particularly given the considerable IT
investment already made by pharmacy. A first step is to educate yourself on the work
of the collaborative and the new functionality you will need in your system to be a
player. Then start talking this up with your system vendor so it gets on their development agenda. CT

Bill Lockwood, chairman/publisher, can be reached at wal@computertalk.com.

Provide outstanding patient care, everytime.

Discover why EnterpriseRx is the fastest growing software solution.
EnterpriseRx™, an innovative, next
generation pharmacy management
system built from the ground up, was
designed by pharmacists with real world
experience to positively transform the
prescription fulfillment process.
EnterpriseRx leverages a modern SaaS
(Software as a Service) architecture to
support industry changes. This allows
our clients to consistently adapt and
respond to the changing marketplace
all the while delivering great pharmacy
care.
Additionally, the integrated EnterpriseRx
workflow is designed to focus activities
based on the roles of Pharmacist and
Technicians and can adjust with the
changing needs of your business. Our
clients indicate the EnterpriseRx has
dramatically improved the accuracy and
safety of their pharmacy operations.
©2010 McKesson Pharmacy Systems. All rights reserved.

As a centrally hosted SaaS application,
EnterpriseRx also enables users to
access the system from virtually
anywhere at any time via the Internet.
Centralized databases, reporting,
administration, and real-time
communication are all possible with this
platform.
Regardless of your size, business model,
or your plans for growth, EnterpriseRx,
a product developed with the latest
technologies, is designed to meet your
needs today and tomorrow.

McKesson Pharmacy Systems
Call: 1.866.682.8942
Write: mps.info@mckesson.com
Visit: www.EnterpriseRx.com
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Infowerks Launches
Cloud-Based Backup
Service
This new service, called
Viewmaster 3.0, provides phar-

macies with a way to back up and
archive data files through cloud
computing. According to Jeff Deitch, president of Infowerks, the service addresses both HIPAA and the
HITECH act security requirements.
Deitch notes that Infowerks has
been able to leverage its knowledge
of pharmacy management systems
to build this cloud-based service.
“Cloud computing is the future,
with advances in bandwidth and
storage technology making it cheap
and easy to safely store your data
via the Internet,” Deitch says. One
advantage, he explains, is that the
backed up files are accessible from
anywhere.

Outpatient
Pharmacies Embracing
McKesson System
At the end of 2010

McKesson Pharmacy Systems
(MPS) reported that it would implement 300% more EnterpriseRx
systems in outpatient hospital pharmacies than it did between the years
2005 and 2009.
“Every hospital system is working to
improve efficiency as we enter the
healthcare reform era, and EnterpriseRx supports this effort by offering solutions that directly improve
the patient experience and close the
loop on outpatient care,” says MPS
President Nathan Mott. He gives
as one example of improving the
6
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ASAP Announces REMS Standard

T

he American Society for Automation in Pharmacy (ASAP)
has partnered with Cephalon, Inc., on key elements for a new
generation of risk evaluation and mitigation strategy (REMS) programs. Specifically, ASAP provided insights on a new communication
standard designed to allow a pharmacy management system (PMS) to
send required safety data to a REMS database.

The Standard for Real-Time Safety Adjudication for REMS Elements to
Assure Safe Use (ETASU) program has been developed based on the current
ASAP prescription-monitoring program (PMP) standard that is widely used
today. This new communication standard is designed to support the various
ETASU requirements of a REMS program and not just those of Cephalon.
Using the ASAP PMP standard as the basis for the REMS application
minimizes programming changes needed in pharmacy management systems
in order to handle the safety adjudication requirements and should expedite
implementation.
In addition to transmission control protocol (TCP) transmissions using segments and data elements, the ASAP standard supports the exchange of XML
for real-time safety adjudication enabled by a highly structured, sequential
schema. This schema is implemented using the XML schema definition
language (XSD) defined by the World Wide Web Consortium.
The REMS standard is available in the bookstore section of the ASAP Web
site asapnet.org.

patient experience, EnterpriseRx’s
ability to accept prescriptions
entered at the bedside by a physician and organize fulfillment at the
outpatient pharmacy according to
discharge time. “This equates to
patients leaving on time with their
prescriptions in hand,” Mott says.
Many of the nation’s leading healthcare systems, such as Yale-New
Haven Hospital, Baylor Health
Care System, Massachusetts General
Hospital, and the University of
Wisconsin Health Services, have
installed or are in the process of
installing EnterpriseRx.
According to Joe Montler, VP of
chain and outpatient sales at MPS,

the number of hospitals focused on
interoperability and the two-way
exchange of patient information
across their entire health system is
on the rise.
He finds that outpatient pharmacies
don’t just want a software tool that
processes prescriptions, they want a
management system that forces improvement in pharmacy processes.
To that end, Montler points out,
EnterpriseRx offers automated
promise-time workflow by evenly
distributing tasks in the fulfillment
process. The system is also integrated with central-fill sites that can
continued on page 8
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reduce inventory carrying costs and
the cost-per-fill for maintenance
medications.

RMS Starts Road
Trip to Meet with
Customers
R etail Management Systems
(RMS) has begun a tour of the

United States to visit its customers in their pharmacies. To make
this happen, Chris Gage, VP of
operations for the company, sold
her home and purchased an RV.

Now Online
at

www.computertalk.com
Exclusive Web
content this
month at
ComputerTalk’s
Web site
Setting Strategy with
Mobile Applications
An
Interview
with
Acclaim
Mobile’s
Dan Grace.

While visiting small and mid-sized
pharmacies, she hopes a side benefit
will be learning how to improve the
company’s products.
“By speaking with our customers face-to-face, we will be able to
build a stronger relationship,” says
Gage. In commenting on this new
customer campaign, Brad Jones,
president and CEO of RMS, says,
“Pharmacists value personal interaction. They meet with dozens of
customers a day and build meaningful relationships with the people
who visit their stores. We feel that
those values shouldn’t be lost in an
age of e-marketing, Facebook, and
teleconferences.”
Gage is starting her tour on the
West Coast, traveling south from
Vancouver, Wash., to the San
Francisco Bay area and onto Los
Angeles.
RMS is based in Olympia, Wash.,
and its products include a range of
point-of-sale systems to fit the needs
of all sizes of pharmacies.

Surescripts to
Certify E-Prescribing
EHR modules
The Office of the National

Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) has approved Surescripts to verify that an
EHR module used by physicians for
e-prescribing meets the federal government’s meaningful-use standards
and certification criteria, as well as
the privacy and security standards.
Surescripts is one of six groups
authorized under ONC’s temporary certification program to test

8
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and approve EHRs. The others are
the Certification Commission for
Health Information Technology, the
Drummond Group, InfoGard Labs,
ICSWA Labs, and SLI Global Solutions. All but Surescripts can certify
a complete EHR, as well as specific
EHR modules.

Air Base Pharmacy
in Japan Goes Robotic
The Kadena Air Base in

Japan has installed Innovation’s
PharmASSIST ROBOTx, which
can fill up to 240 prescriptions
an hour. With an average of 400
prescriptions filled in the Kadena
pharmacy each day, the average
time for patients to wait for a
prescription was 30 minutes before
the robot was installed. This wait
time has since dropped to about 20
minutes.

Cleansing
Doctor Files
Two companies, PDX and
Cerner Etreby, have partnered

with Health Market Science
(HMS) to reduce the risk of submitting prescription claims with
invalid prescriber identifiers.
HMS and PDX will provide pointof-service compliance by integrating
the PDX pharmacy systems, and
later the company’s Enterprise pharmacy system, with the HMS Prescriber MasterFile. This will allow
every pharmacy transaction to be
reviewed in real time to determine
if the authorizing prescriber’s license
and other credentials are valid and
continued on page 10

Keep prescriptions

moving.

QS/1®’s NRx® has built-in InstantFill™ to automatically process
clean, valid refills. While pharmacists gain time to provide patientcentered services, InstantFill adjudicates refills and sends them to the
dispensing queue. QS/1’s end-to-end technology and services work
together to improve efficiency in your pharmacies. Every day.

1.800.231.7776
www.qs1.com

© 2011, J M SMITH CORPORATION. QS/1 and NRx are registered trademarks and InstantFill is a trademark of the J M Smith Corporation.
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appropriate for the drug being dispensed. This validation
is integrated with the prescription-filling process before
the prescription is transmitted to an external switch.
“Given the intense regulatory scrutiny at the state and
federal levels, pharmacies cannot afford to make costly
mistakes,” says Jeff Farris, president and CEO of PDX.
“We had to make our solution as effective as possible
during the filling of a prescription, so pharmacy staff
could mitigate risk, without compromising customer
satisfaction.”
Cerner Etreby is offering its users subscriptions to
ProviderOnline, a hosted Web service offered by HMS
that gives pharmacies access to prescriber identifiers, reducing the time and expense required to complete claim
submissions.

Kirby Lester Celebrates
40 Years
It was 1971 when John and Frank Kirby and
Rodney Lester moved their newly formed company
from England to
Stamford, Conn., to
begin developing their
first tablet counter to
replace the common
method of counting medications by
hand. The product
was the KL7, which
represented a major
timesaving device.
Garry Zage, R.Ph., left, Kirby Lester’s
Today, the company
president and CEO with Kirby Lester
has more than
co-founder Rodney Lester.
40,000 customers in almost 40 countries.
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“Forty years is an amazing accomplishment,
considering the frenetic pace of today’s technologydriven world,” says Garry Zage, Kirby Lester’s
president and CEO. The company is now located
in Lake Forest, Ill.

RelayHealth Gains
Certification for Its EHR
R elayHealth has expanded its SaaSbased health information exchange (HIE) and

personal health record (PHR) platform to include
a certified electronic health record (EHR). With
the new electronic health record, RelayClinical has
been certified by the Drummond Group that it
meets the functionality requirements for meaningful use.
The PHR functionality, in turn, gives patients a
path to participate in their own care.
According to Jim Bodenbender, president of RelayHealth Connectivity Solutions, 80 organizations
have chosen RelayHealth for clinical integration
and health information exchange. CT

feature
Immunization Services

Increased Revenue
from the Front Lines of
Immunization Season
Switches that allow for easy billing and reporting in the back office
mean more time to execute immunization programs that showcase
pharmacists’ clinical role in the healthcare picture.

by Maggie Lockwood

T

he height of the flu season may be behind us,
but now is the time to plan for next fall, when
administering flu vaccines can mean additional
foot traffic in your pharmacy, as well as an opportunity
to develop clinical relationships with customers.
Administering immunizations moves pharmacy into the
realm of offering clinical service, and electronic billing
supports the documentation of medication therapy,
proving again that pharmacy has the data ready when
the electronic health record is standard practice.

“We have done this for a long time. I’ve taken classes,
and the state boards have allowed pharmacists to expand
into this business,” says Wynn. “In the past two years
I’ve seen chains doing this, but before that independents
were the leaders.”
“Now, with the ability to bill third parties
and Medicare Part D, it’s widened the
scope of what we offer.”
– Lewis Hall, R.Ph., Hall’s Pharmacy

Ahead of the Curve
Hall’s Pharmacy in Fort Worth, Texas, was one of the
first 10 in the state to offer immunizations 25 years ago,
says owner Lewis Hall, R.Ph. This was when immunizations were just a cash business, he recalls. “Now, with
the ability to bill third parties and Medicare Part D, it’s
widened the scope of what we offer,” he says.
Gary Wynn, a staff pharmacist who’s worked with Hall
for six years, says there have been changes in the marketplace that allow pharmacy to become more involved
in the immunization process. The pharmacy has been
able to step up and provide a service that a busy doctor’s
office can’t offer.

In Massachusetts, Gregg Jones, director of marketing
and clinical programs at Ahold USA Pharmacy, attributes more availability of immunizations at the pharmacy to state boards approving the service and to the
training offered by such organizations as the American
Pharmacists Association. The other factor — H1N1 in
the fall of 2009.
The demand and need for large-scale immunizations attributed to the outbreak of H1N1 in 2009 proved to insurers there is an audience for flu immunizations beyond
seniors, and that pharmacists are the most accessible
continued on next page
January/February 2011
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healthcare provider to offer the service. For Ahold, with
pharmacy locations along the East Coast, the potential existed to perform immunizations on a large scale,
showcasing a clinical role for pharmacists and increasing
revenue for the business.
This past year was the fourth that Ahold has offered immunizations, and the third year they’ve used Emdeon’s
eRx Flu to handle online billing. “In the past four years
the number of immunizations has increased dramatically,” says Jones. “Customers have become much more
receptive to getting a flu shot from a pharmacist. There
is no reason for pharmacists not to be on the front
lines.”

Behind the Scenes
During the busiest times, Hall’s Pharmacy administers
300 shots a day — not only in the 3,000-square-foot
pharmacy, but also at community centers and assistedliving facilities. To handle that volume you need an
automated process, says Hall. An efficient technology
that supports the clinical work is the key to a robust immunization business. Along with a sales and marketing
campaign, Hall says electronic billing is the real reason
the pharmacy is able to offer the service to a range of
customers. Hall’s Pharmacy uses EZ-DME from FDS,
and Hall says billing for the service is no longer trial
and error. “When you punch the button it lets you
know what’s wrong with the claim and if you’re going
to get paid. Our staff can call the patient and check any
details,” he says.
Frances Garcia, who handles the billing, says the EZDME service makes all the difference, with the amount

“We had electronic
billing that could verify
eligibility with Medicare
and transmit directly to
Medicare in a consistent
fashion. We could verify
if we entered the right date of birth, the right
Medicare Part B plan, and the frontline edit if
the person had the Advantage program. This
is important — once you have given a flu
shot, you can’t take it back. It’s not like a
prescription.”
– Gregg Jones, Ahold

billed to either private insurance or Medicare broken
down for her. Since every area has a different fee for service, FDS has fixed the amount based on the pharmacy
location. This takes out the guesswork and keeps Garcia
from under-billing for the service. The billing runs
smoothly, says Garcia, especially when the patient is already in the system. Garcia will enter the Social Security
number, and if any changes are needed she can do them
immediately and then submit the claim for payment,
which usually arrives within 12 days.
“It’s the third year we’ve used it,” says Garcia. “The
prices are preset and all I have to do is put in the code.”
At Ahold, Emdeon’s ability to filter all the questions
about various Medicare programs through one person
was critical to the success of the pharmacy’s immunization services, according to Jones. Emdeon, says Jones,
helped his pharmacists through the requirements and
worked on creating a format that was tested prior
to flu season. Emdeon’s Commercial MedRx will
let pharmacies submit claims to major medical
insurance payers using current pharmacy system
formats.
The partnership has made a difference as Ahold’s
staff has navigated away from a paper-based
roster billing approach to billing electronically to
Medicare or a private insurance company. “Like
everyone, we were learning the rules,” says Jones.

With Emdeon handling billing and other details, pharmacists
can tend to patients. Above, pharmacist immunizer Melanie
McCarthy, Pharm.D., works with a patient at Ahold’s Stop &
Shop Pharmacy in East Weymouth, Mass.
12
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“It was important to talk to the same person,” says
Jones. “We had electronic billing that could verify
eligibility with Medicare and transmit directly to
Medicare in a consistent fashion. We could verify

feature
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if we entered the right date of birth, the right Medicare
Part B plan, and the frontline edit if the person had the
Advantage program. This is important — once you have
given a flu shot, you can’t take it back. It’s not like a
prescription.”
Since all the business associated with flu season is concentrated in a very short timeframe, Jones says there’s
always a learning curve with new pharmacists. This is
where the technology comes in. Emdeon will have payments predefined based on store location and will kickback a claim so staff can adjust as necessary to ensure the
pharmacy doesn’t miss out on payment it’s due. The staff
sees the results on the pharmacy system, and most of the
time can catch when they are underpaid. Weekly reports
let central management review certain transactions, as
well as IDs needed to get payment from major medical
plans. Ahold also uses RelayHealth to do internal tracking of reimbursement rates based on third-party plans,
which don’t always use the same ratio of ingredient costs
and administrative fees.
Lewis Hall says it’s important to be prepared prior to
flu season, too, with protocols established early, for
example, on how to handle the paperwork smoothly,
including certification and receiving a Medicare number
for billing. At Hall’s Pharmacy, Garcia says that Hall will
collect paperwork when he goes to remote locations, and
will bring everything back to her to run through EZDME. Thanks to the Web-based interface, she can do
these in batches either at the pharmacy or from home.
“The system will let us know if the patient’s insurance
will cover the immunization,” she says, which is handled
much like a claim submitted to a PBM for a prescription.

Tracking Success
Reports are also very important, says Garcia, and FDS
has a range that allows her to break down how the pharmacy is doing in receivables, either by month or overall
at the end of the season.
To Jones, the technology allows pharmacists to offer this
service and, more importantly, puts pharmacy in the
lead to coordinate the information among healthcare
providers. He cites the efforts of the Rhode Island health
department during the H1N1 outbreak in the fall of
2009. The department wanted to collect data on immunizations, and the pharmacy systems already had this
information and had it formatted in a way that would
be useful.

“Many people don’t know that pharmacists
can do other injections. We can do vitamin
B12, we can do shingles vaccines, and
back-to-school vaccines for kids. We would
bill these the same way as the flu shots.”
– Frances Garcia, Hall’s Pharmacy

“I see this as the wave of the future when there is a pandemic,” Jones says. Pharmacy and the network switches
already have all the data, and pharmacists shouldn’t have
to re-enter data into a state or federal database. “It requires the health departments to stop thinking like they
are working with individual doctors,” he says. “They
need to recognize that the bulk of the data comes from a
framework for transmitting data rather than expect us to
modify our process.”

Beyond a Single Service
Offering this sort of clinical service goes beyond flu
season, points out Garcia.
“Many people don’t know that pharmacists can do other
injections,” she explains. “We can do vitamin B12, we
can do shingles vaccines, and back-to-school vaccines for
kids. We would bill these the same way as the flu shots.”
Ahold’s Jones sees a bigger opportunity as well.
“The piece that’s hard to put a tangible number on is
the opportunity for a pharmacist giving a vaccine to
converse with a person,” says Jones. “When you’re about
to immunize a customer, they treat you like a healthcare
provider. Many of our pharmacists have appreciated that
interaction with customers — being able to help them
beyond just figuring out a co-pay. I think it has opened
up a lot of avenues for conversation.” CT
There are a number of tools available through
the American Society for Health-System Pharmacists’ www.YouCanStopTheFlu.com Web site,
including an October through January planning
calendar to be prepared for the flu season.
Maggie Lockwood is an editor at
ComputerTalk. Her email address is
maggie@computertalk.com.
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Problems Are Solutions
in Their Infancy
by Don Grove, R.Ph.

W

hen you have your first baby you are so excited, but when you get the child home and are
suddenly without the nursing staff, you realize
this little one is going to create a lot of problems. But if
you raise children right, and they then decide to go to
pharmacy school, they have now become pharmacists and
problem solvers who can help you run your business and
make it better. In the same way, you can take a variety of
things that start out looking like problems and turn them
into solutions in your own pharmacy.
This has been my experience here at J & D Pharmacy in
Warsaw, Mo. In the past few years, three major problems
surfaced in my pharmacy:
1. How could we fill more prescriptions each day
with the same amount of help and not increase
our budget?
2. How could we process more prescriptions and
sustain accuracy?
3. How could we improve gross margins when PBMs
and the government are reducing our margins?
I did not have an “aha” moment that led to solving any of
these three problems, but solutions arrived serendipitiously as we developed the workflow in our pharmacy. Luckily,
five years ago we had redesigned our pharmacy from the
typical layout to a radical new look to help workflow. I
had no idea how this change would be so synergistic years
later.

Getting to Know Us
To help you appreciate the following solutions, you need
14
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to understand our demographics. Warsaw is located in a
rural area in central Missouri with a population of about
2,000, but a larger trade area with one other strong independent and a Walmart Supercenter. Overall, we have several technicians but only two pharmacists, including me.
Some of our technicians do secretarial tasks, which lowers
our tech ratio. We have only used a relief pharmacist twice
in the last three years, which means we two pharmacists
cover each other when one needs to be off. We both work
8:30 to 6:00 during the week and alternate 8:30 to 2:00
on Saturdays. On a recent Monday we filled over 900 prescriptions. On a bad day we do 350, and that is without
servicing any large skilled-nursing facilities. The pharmacy does IVs, compounding, and immunizations, plus
we have an HME business on-site and another 30 miles
away. We employ close to 30 people in total. The stress
can be high on busy days, but even so, accuracy is always
incredibly high on these days. In the last year we have seen
a 16% increase in the number of prescriptions filled. In
addition, dollar volume prescription sales increased 30%
— yes 30% — because of a large number of referrals and
prescription transfers, which has to say something about
the way we operate.
We are an exceptional pharmacy because we have exceptional staff. At a recent conference I attended, a question
was posed about how many of our staff are “turkeys” and
how many are “eagles.” It was amazing how many owners admitted they had more turkeys than eagles. I was
especially surprised, as I consider every one of my staff to
be an eagle. Not all fly as high, but I am sure they all soar
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far above employees in other small businesses. Until now,
we have operated without any dispensing automation except for a Kirby Lester counting machine that one of our
technicians uses and that is used for physical inventories
as well. Recently, however, we had to move one technician
to packaging for new assisted-living facilities we service.
Another had to retire. The question then became, hire two
new technicians or go robotic? It was a no-brainer. We
plan to install a ScriptPro robotics unit in the first quarter
of 2011. We are also investigating a DOSIS robot from
Manchac to help us meet demand if we continue to grow
so rapidly.

Workflow as the Solution
It turns out that good workflow, whether technology
based or not, has been a major part of our success and the
solution to the three problems mentioned earlier. The efficiency and accountability that come from properly organized workflow enable us to conduct medication therapy
management (MTM) and stretch our gross margins as we
continue to grow our prescription volume.
When it comes to workflow, there’s the technology we
harness to support and organize the tasks for our well-

Getting to know us: Here, Don Grove does what he loves
best, cranking out the prescriptions.

trained staff, and there’s simply the way we divide up tasks
so that there’s no interruption to workflow.
Let me describe this in a little more detail. I am 64
and proudly call myself the production pharmacist.
Debi Lotspeich, our other pharmacist, is much younger
and proudly calls herself the clinical pharmacist. My deficontinued on next page

Finally!
A robotic dispenser that
fits your pharmacy
and your budget
Kirby Lester

KL60

The pharmacy industry’s only compact, fully-automated robotic
dispenser that doesn’t take up too much floor space, inventory, time or
cash. The KL60 fully manages your top 60 medications. That’s just the right
number for most independent pharmacies.
It’s exactly what you would expect from Kirby Lester!
”D
46

29”W

800.641.3961

kirbylester.com
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nition of MTM is anything that is not production related,
excluding count, pour, and one-minute counseling. I include the following as MTM activities: med review for our
prescription synchronization plan (13% of
our patients account for
49% of our prescription volume); Mirixa’s
and Outcome’s med
consults and private
consults for indigent or
nonpayer patients; physician, nurse practitio- Debi Lotspeich is able to fulfill
her clinical niche thanks to Don’s
ner, and nurse consults; interest in filling. She spends her
skilled-nursing facility days counseling patients.
charting and charting
for independent-living and assisted-living facilities; health
and wellness seminars, such as Medicare Part D or brown
bag; disease management consults; immunizations; health
coaching; IV management and training; lunch-and-learns
at local clinics; and poison prevention in elementary
schools.
Our approach to workflow allows patients to be
recipients of fantastic, caring, and quick service, and
then to be spoiled by longer and more intense MTM
sessions with Debi. We admit that patients may not
always have immediate access to a pharmacist. If this
isn’t the case in your pharmacy, you are either overstaffed or underworked. We operate on the principle
that when patients call to talk to their physician, they
do not get right through. We prioritize our callbacks
based on our workflow and the severity of the patient’s
problem.

Workflow Dos and Don’ts

Don’t have too little workspace. You need to be able to
separate your pharmacist from the techs during checking
and your assembler techs from entry techs. Also, install a
private immunization area and MTM sit-down area for
your clinical pharmacist. Do it right, not on the cheap.
Don’t try to be the brand in your pharmacy. Are you,
the owner, trying to deliver everything and not delegating responsibilities to others who might even do it better?
That’s not optimizing workflow. Looking ahead to when
you get ready to exit, potential buyers want patients who
are loyal to the store, not the branded pharmacist.
Do think that you can add more services. Think additions will be too expensive or too difficult and potentially
disruptive to the workflow? Try adding one service every
six to 12 months. At the end of a few years, you can do
everything you would ever want.
Do think that you can compete on price. Price is perception. We use a smart card from our pharmacy service
provider, PBA Health, which allows us to be competitive
with the $4 prescriptions offered by the big chains such as
Walmart. This is no longer an issue for us.

J & D Pharmacy in Warsaw, Mo., where tweaking workflow has
made this independent competitive in today’s marketplace.

Do think you can do MTM and fill large numbers of
prescriptions. Let a technician receive the prescriptions
There are a number of other conclusions we’ve come to
and insurance information while you check and counsel
about what makes the workflow so smooth in our pharmacy. I’ll share these with you in the following list. Many in a separate area. Use technicians to help with scheduling
of these really only require a change in the way you think MTM and billing and immunizations. The right workflow will give you the time you need. If you are older, like
about your pharmacy to get you started on the road to
me, and don’t feel confident doing some of the MTM
being exceptional.
I described, then hire a young pharmacist and let this
Don’t employ only minimum technology. We have a
person be the clinical pharmacist and you the production
pharmacy system from Computer-Rx with great workpharmacist.
flow and have invested in an IVR system from voiceTech.
As I noted earlier, we are now about to get into robotics. Don’t think you have to serve limited patients due to
IVR has been critical. Get yourself and your staff off the a small or shrinking local population. We market to
multiple cities with thousands of patients who are within
phones and maximize the IVR for other jobs such as
prescription refills, increasing compliance, callbacks, and 30 minutes of us. If your slice of the pie in your town is
too small, bake a bigger pie.
marketing.
16
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Don’t run a pharmacy engineered like one from the 1960s. Change your
design. Email me to find out what we’ve done to modernize our layout.
Do spend enough on advertising. You have to spend it to make it, but
spend smart and promote through word of mouth. It’s free. Treat your competition with respect — they don’t want to be all things to all patients, and you
can cultivate them for referrals.
Do keep everything you need within a two-foot reach. Here’s what you’ll
want to have next to your checking station: counseling windows, patient
prescription handouts, computer, phone, final sacking window area, narcotic
cabinet, clinical information materials, and your secretary/problem-solver
technician.
Do use a computer system that makes it easy for you to know your drug
cost and the professional fee paid on each prescription. What good is
a great workflow that allows you to lose money? We have our Computer-Rx
system set to print this information on the copy of the receipt that we keep,
but not on the patient’s receipt.
Do use a computer system that allows you to pull up the prescription
details, including a pill image, at final check by scanning the prescription label. When barcode-driven workflow technology is available, no pharmacist should have to handle stock bottles or paper copies of the prescription
in order to review critical details before dispensing.
Don’t spend too much time in the business rather than working on the
business. Hire your own financial consultant — a person who really understands pharmacy — and let this person manage your business and your staff.
Trust me, a person with an M.B.A. will do a better job when following up with
your staff. It’s hard managing employees who are like family.

How a Day Goes
So, with all of this in mind, I’ll give you an example of a typical day at J & D
Pharmacy. Debi, who arrives first, happily disappears into her disciplined
and voluminous MTM workday after I arrive at 10 a.m. I am doing what
I love as the production pharmacist, and Debi is doing what she loves as
the clinical pharmacist. Can we overlap? Of course, and that is when I give
walk-in immunizations, or counsel at one of our two counseling windows or
our two-lane drive-up windows and over the phone. I call myself the clinicallight pharmacist. Debi, of course, is there when I need help in counseling or
checking prescriptions, or when we get behind at our second checking station.
When the phone call is for a pharmacist and Debi is available, she automatically answers. We are very disciplined in helping each other and never lessen
the importance of how valuable each of us is to the overall image and success
of the pharmacy.
In the end, we see workflow as simply getting your timing down to a pharmaceutical science. As the saying goes, the only difference between a successful
rain dance and an unsuccessful rain dance is the timing. CT
Don Grove, R.Ph., owns J & D Pharmacy in Warsaw, Mo., and two HME stores with
his wife, Cheryl. Don is a graduate of the University of Missouri Kansas City School
of Pharmacy. He can be reached at don@jdpharmacy.com. Debi Lotspeich, R.Ph., is
clinical pharmacist at J & D Pharmacy and also a graduate of the University of Missouri Kansas City School of Pharmacy. She can be reached at debi@jdpharmacy.com.
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Addressing Invalid
Prescriber IDs:
Next-Generation Solutions
by Craig Ford

S

ubmitting a valid prescriber identifier on a prescription claim has always been a challenge for the pharmacy community. The workflow is disrupted, and
even possibly comes to a halt, when pharmacy personnel
have to track down a missing prescriber identifier in order
to complete the prescription entry process. The degree of
difficulty faced is reflected in the recent increased scrutiny by government organizations, including the Office
of Inspector General (OIG) and the U.S. Government
Accountability Office (GAO), which have brought the
issue of pharmacies using invalid prescriber identifiers to
the forefront. And the issue presents a serious problem for
pharmacies. Consider that more and more, state and federal agencies are intensifying their focus on ensuring that
a valid prescriber identifier is being submitted by pharmacy; they are even expanding that requirement to include
validation that the prescribed drug is within the prescriber’s prescriptive authority and scope, and that the prescriber does not appear on a federal debarment list, such
as the List of Excluded Individuals/Entities (LEIE) published by the OIG. Additionally, Medicaid and Medicare
Part D plans continue to ramp up efforts to ensure that
valid identifiers are being submitted by pharmacy, with
some third-party plans including procedures to put the
pharmacy reimbursement at risk.

The OIG Study
In June 2010, the OIG published the results of a review
of 2007 Medicare Part D prescription claims data indicating that approximately 18.2 million prescription
drug events (PDE) contained invalid prescriber identifiers. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) requires Part D plans to submit an electronic
18
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record of data and information about the claim (which
is also known as a PDE) in order for the plan to request
payment from CMS. These 18.2 million claims equated
to $1.2 billion being paid to pharmacy for claims where
the prescriber identifiers were either missing or invalid.
Seventeen percent of the claims did not meet the identifier’s format — AANNNNNNN for DEA number or
NNNNNNNNNN for national provider identifier (NPI).
This equated to $213 million paid to pharmacy. For those
identifiers that met format requirements, ten “dummy”
DEA identifiers represented 17% of claims. AA0000000
and AB1111119 represented $237 million and $48 million paid to pharmacy, respectively. Ninety-seven percent
of the identifiers flagged were DEA numbers. CMS
responded to the OIG stating that “as the percentage of
prescriber NPIs continues to increase, the significance of
invalid DEA numbers will decrease drastically.”

The Beginning of the NPI
CMS recognized there was a need for the creation of a
unique provider identifier for healthcare transactions,
including prescription claims. The administrative simplification provisions of the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996 mandated that
the HHS secretary adopt a unique standard identifier for
healthcare providers.
In past years, pharmacy used the prescriber’s Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) number to identify the
prescriber on prescription claims. The original intent of
the DEA number was to track controlled drugs. It was
not created by regulation to be a billing identifier. The
DEA fought for many years to remove the functionality
of treating the DEA number as a billing identifier. CMS
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considered using the DEA number as the NPI unique
identifier; however that would not be within the scope of
the DEA number’s purpose. In addition, a DEA number
is not available to all healthcare providers, so it would not
be appropriate for use as the national healthcare provider
identifier.
In May 1998, CMS issued a notice for proposed rule
making (NPRM) indicating that a new identifier, known
as the national provider identifier (NPI), would be created
and its use mandated for all healthcare providers who submit claims electronically, including doctors, pharmacies,
pharmacists, hospitals, and group practices. NPI numbers
are not available for those entities that do not provide
healthcare services and/or do not meet the healthcare
covered-entity definition (e.g., transportation services).
In addition, for healthcare providers who do not submit
claims electronically, the mandate does not apply, so it is
optional for the provider to obtain and use an NPI.
The NPI is assigned at the individual level or to a group/
organization, and the only reasons an NPI would be deactivated are 1) an individual’s death, 2) an organization’s
dissolution, or 3) the presence of fraud. Any change to
the provider’s credentials, address, etc., would not change
the assigned NPI, so this ensures that the assigned unique
identifier would be used for life by any given healthcare
provider. Any dissolution of an organization will cause the
NPI to be deactivated, but if the organization were to reform, the deactivated NPI would be reactivated. It truly is
an identifier to be used for life by any healthcare provider.

The Official Response
As a result of the invalid prescriber study, OIG recommended that CMS create processes to ensure that accurate
and valid identifiers are submitted on Part D claims. CMS
agreed that these processes were needed, but at the same
time said it would not instruct the Part D plans to impose
edits when claims are processed because it must strike a
balance with the plans to ensure valid identifiers are being
submitted, while not interrupting the patient’s ability to
receive medically necessary drug therapies.
Robert Vito, acting assistant inspector general for CMS
audits, testifying before the Subcommittee on Federal
Financial Management, said, “Without a valid prescriber
identifier, CMS and its contractors cannot determine if
a physician even prescribed a drug, much less verify that
the physician was appropriately licensed or had not been
excluded from the Medicare program.”
Even though CMS indicated it felt the issue had improved
due to the adoption of NPI, a follow-up letter to Part D

Solutions for Pharmacy

What is a pharmacy to do? Pharmacy faces real issues
from the practice of submitting invalid prescriber IDs.
As one example, if the plan does not reject the claim at
the POD, will the claim’s reimbursement be at risk at a
later date?
There are several approaches pharmacy can take to
conquer this ever-growing issue.
System and Retrospective Solutions:
1) System Enhancements. Pharmacy has made
great strides in the movement toward centralization
of files, including prescriber data. The need for
resources decreases as the number of files being
managed decreases. In addition, the chance for
errors decreases when one file is being managed
versus trying to maintain multiple files at the
individual pharmacy locations.
2) Prescriber File Cleansing Services.
Pharmacies are taking advantage of vendor
cleansing services that correct prescriber
inaccuracies, remove duplicate entries, and provide
“data lift” — the process of populating missing
data elements, in order to create a more robust
prescriber file.
3) Retrospective Analysis. This approach is
an analytical review of claims data for previously
dispensed prescriptions. Vendors offer pharmacies
the service of reviewing and identifying prescribers
that are not valid, not formatted correctly,
sanctioned, or out of prescriptive authority or DEA
scope. All of these areas are being targeted by state
and federal plans.
Even though CMS mandated the adoption and
use of NPI beginning May 2008, there are unique
circumstances where plans continue to accept legacy
identifiers, such as DEA or state license number,
under the contingency plan with CMS. Ensuring all
submitted prescriber identifiers are current, accurate,
and appropriate will continue to be pharmacy’s
responsibility.

sponsors by Cynthia Tudor, director of the Medicare drug
benefit at CMS, indicated in August 2010 that “…we
are uncertain as to why the improvement in NPI use was
not prevalent and why some invalid identifiers continue
to appear on PDE records” and announced that a contractor would be hired for the CMS prescriber identifier
project beginning in September 2010 to focus on improvcontinued on next page
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ing the submission and accuracy of prescriber identifiers.
Chairman of the Subcommittee Tom Carper (D-De.),
in response, stated, “Instead of immediately addressing
this problem, CMS is instead only reminding Medicare
prescription drug plans to follow the existing law and hiring yet another contractor to study the problem for a year.
That just won’t cut it.”

Real-Time Solutions
1. Web Lookup Tools. To limit workflow disruption,
some chain pharmacies have introduced Web lookup
tools that offer the pharmacy the ability to enter some
basic demographic information about the prescriber
into the Web tool in order to obtain the needed
identifier.
2. Preediting. As reported in last year’s chain market report in ComputerTalk (July/August 2010), over 90%
of pharmacies are using a preedit service through
their switch vendor. When a claim is submitted by
the pharmacy, the preedit service will intercept the
claim and review the identifier to ensure that the
identifier is formatted properly and is a recognized
valid identifier before the claim is routed to the payer.
Any errors detected can result in a message being returned to the pharmacy to indicate the action needed
to resolve the error.
3. Embedded Review. There is also a new approach,
pioneered by our company, Health Market Science. Rather than requiring the claim to be sent to a
switch, we can partner with pharmacy system vendors
to embed the review process within the prescription entry process. This allows the pharmacy to react
and correct the claim before it is transmitted to the
switch for adjudication. This method provides a more
robust level of claim review beyond the basic edits
for format and validity. Since the claim does not have
to be transmitted, this method does not limit the
available checks to those fields available within the
standard pharmacy claim. For example, the standard
pharmacy claim only supports one prescriber identifier, so editing programs will not cross-reference the
submitted identifier to check for appropriate licensing
by other agencies. If an NPI number is entered to
be reviewed, this method incorporates the ability to
cross-reference the submitted identifier to determine
if that prescriber has a valid DEA and state license,
any federal or state sanctions, and prescriptive authority based on the prescriber’s credentials; it will also de20
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termine whether the prescription is within the scope
of their DEA licensure. Prescribers are not entitled to
prescribe any controlled substance just because they
have a DEA license. Prescribers must register with the
DEA the specific controlled schedules they wish to be
licensed for.
This last item is particularly critical in light of an
analysis performed by the GAO on 2006-2007 Medicaid claims data for controlled substances. The GAO
found “tens of thousands” of Medicaid beneficiaries and
providers involved in potentially fraudulent and abusive
purchases of controlled substances in California, Illinois, New York, North Carolina, and Texas. These particular states were chosen for the analysis because these
five states combined represented 40% of the national
expenditure. Millions of dollars were paid to pharmacy
for claims where prescriptions were authorized by sanctioned and deceased prescribers, and prescribers writing
out of their DEA scope. One New York physician was
licensed for Schedule V drugs only, yet prescribed 3,000
Schedule II pills to over 50 Medicaid beneficiaries,
while another New York physician, licensed for Schedule III drugs only, prescribed over 8,000 Schedule II
pills to 20 Medicaid beneficiaries.
Using next-generation tools and automating processes
to ensure the validity of prescriber IDs stored in pharmacy system databases and transmitted with claims is
critical for pharmacy. This is yet another area in which
pharmacies need to protect reimbursements and their
reputation in the market. Pharmacy management does
not have to risk the cost of claims denied or payments
recouped after audits because of bad data, if the appropriate safeguards are in place. These issues won’t go
away, and what’s more, they will be compounded in the
near future by the federal-level initiative for valid data,
prescriber IDs included, as pharmacy systems will be
expected to contribute effectively to electronic health
records. Make assessing the quality of your prescriber
ID data a priority, and don’t be caught scrambling as
CMS and payers start to focus more intensely on this
important information. CT
Craig Ford is head of pharmacy solutions at
Health Market Science. He has over 20 years of
experience within the pharmacy information
management, transaction-processing, and data
solutions markets. Health Market Science is focused
on innovative technology and data management
solutions that produce compliance-grade prescriber
data for pharmacy, PBMs, life sciences, payers, and providers. The
author can be reached at cford@healthmarketscience.com.

Two decades ago we saw a need and founded an industry.
That was the easy part.
Since then, we’ve been hard at work building a reputation for
quality, integrity, and innovation. That is why leading drug store
chains rely on us for their data conversion needs.
These relationships are the cornerstone of our business.
Give us a call at 800-276-4689 and ﬁnd out why the pharmacy
industry has trusted Two Point Conversions for 20 years.

Two Point Conversions, Inc.
1800 W. Larchmont #2W Chicago, IL 60613 800-276-4689
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What people have to say
about ASAP meetings:
“Discussion topics were
relevant and timely.”
“Great networking meeting.”
“I think the whole program
was valuable... I liked the
pace.”
“Excellent program. The
conference presentations
were largely informative
and well done.”
“This was one of the best
ASAP conferences ever.
Kudos to all who had a part
in putting this together.”

ASAP meetings are the premier conference on
pharmacy technology, keeping you in the mainstream
of legislative developments impacting pharmacy.
The meetings have the reputation of being both
educational and enjoyable, with top-notch speaker
programs showcased in unique locations.
If you have never attended a meeting, make it a
priority to come to The Breakers, June 23–25, 2011.
Check out asapnet.org for a list of the 190 member
companies and registration details for its meetings.
Join ASAP and enjoy reduced meeting fees.

American Society for Automation in Pharmacy
492 Norristown Road, Suite 160 • Blue Bell, PA 19422
610/825-7783 • Fax: 610/825-7641 • www.asapnet.org

On the Move:
How Mobile Technology
Is Impacting Pharmacy
Management

Mobile technology is everywhere these days. Look around when you’re out and you’ll see
someone with a phone, digital music player, tablet, video game device, or all of these
in one, plus more. What’s current for the consumer turns out to be a growing trend in
pharmacy as well. Whether it’s managing a retail or long-term care pharmacy, supporting clinical services offerings such as vaccines, or handling the front of the store, there’s
mobile technology that’s having an impact right now.

by Will Lockwood

Mobilizing the Basics

ne basic example of putting mobile technology to
O
work comes from Howard Shulman at Keansburg
Pharmacy. “We’re capturing signatures electronically in

the store,” Shulman says, “so we decided a while ago that
we needed to do this for deliveries as well.” Keansburg
Pharmacy has two drivers making between 40 and 60
deliveries a day, ranging from prescriptions to OTC
items to food. “Anything they need that we carry, we’ll
deliver,” says Shulman. His solution for synching up
the technology used in-store and for deliveries came
via a portable e-signature device from HBS, his pharmacy system vendor. “My drivers do end up getting the
signatures twice, once on paper and once on the mobile
device,” says Shulman, describing the process. “The
paper is a backup, because once in a while the device will
malfunction, but the electronic version is our primary
method, and it’s critical.” When the drivers return to

Keansburg
Howard Shulman, R.Ph.
Pharmacy, the
e-signatures are Keansburg Pharmacy
Keansburg, N.J.
downloaded
Full-service pharmacy in operation for 60
directly into
years, under present
the pharmacy
ownership for 27.
system and
Drive-up, deliveries,
connected with
12,000-square-foot
the right restore, with prescription
cords. Shulman
volume between 2,600
reports getting
and 3,000 a week.
electronic
signatures for
HIPAA privacy, the third-party log, and acknowledgement of receipt on the mobile devices. “When you get
audited you need this technology,” he says.
continued on next page
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Delivery
Management
Mobile delivery management is
also critical for Richard Pearson,
president and owner of Prescription
Plus Pharmacy. Pearson has created
an integrated suite of technology to
carefully monitor the dispensing and
delivery process using HBS pharmacy software and Integra’s DocuTrack
and DeliveryTrack, the last of which
is the mobile product.

Richard Pearson
Prescription Plus
Pharmacy
West Allis, Wisc.
Long-term care
pharmacy serving
about 2,500 assistedliving beds.
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Once prescriptions reach the delivery
prep department, the dispatcher uses
the DeliveryTrack server to set up
the most efficient routes for drivers — generally a loop, according to
Pearson. They load the routes and
delivery details, which are automatically organized in the order of the
stops. This would be a monumental
task without technology, considering
that Pearson employs 16 drivers.

if there’s an exception in the delivery
or pickup,” adds Pearson. Once all
the tasks for a facility are completed,
the driver closes out that delivery,
and the details are transmitted back
to the DeliveryTrack server using a
cellular connection. This data flows
into DocuTrack, where it’s associated with all the other records for
the order and is also available in the
HBS system.

At each stop, drivers bring up the
delivery information by scanning the
manifest labels, created either by Prescriptions Plus’s packaging solution,
Medicine-On-Time, or by the HBS
software, depending on the item.
“Then the facility can do one of several things,” explains Pearson. Mostly
the person receiving just signs the
DeliveryTrack screen. But if there’s
a pickup, a slip on the bag alerts the
driver and is scanned to confirm that
the item has in fact been picked up.
“There’s a field in DeliveryTrack for
notes, if there’s something unusual or

Pearson has seen strong improvements in efficiency and customer
service from this mobile technology.
“The third day we were using DeliveryTrack and DocuTrack, we got the
typical call from a facility saying ‘We
haven’t received this delivery. When
is it coming?’” In the past, according
to Pearson, that would have meant
starting a research process taking 25
to 30 minutes to answer the question
for one call. But for that first call
with the new tools, even allowing
that the research process was new,
continued on page 26
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How many keystrokes does it take you?
To refill a script...to batch fill...or to simply process electronic prescriptions?
Time is money; but you want to make sure that your investment with a
pharmacy management system takes advantage of smart software and
technology to safely and quickly process prescriptions.

A N S X C C O M PA N Y
(800) 444-1427 l www.HBSRx.com

HBS designed its pharmacy management systems with a variety of
parameter-driven settings that enable you to customize the level of safety
checks during each new and refill prescription—not to mention other products
and unique features that can save you time and money.
Introduce yourself to HBS. Visit us at www.HBSRx.com or call us for additional
info. Because helping you make your pharmacy successful is what we do!

THE SMART CHOICE IN PHARMACY SOFTWARE
Independent

l

Chain

l

Institutional/Nursing Home

l

Mail Order/Central Fill
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Pearson recalls solving the issue in
about 5 or 10 minutes by providing
the name of the person who signed
for the delivery.
Pearson reports continued improvements in the little more than a year
that Prescriptions Plus Pharmacy
has been using the mobile delivery
management technology. “Using the
routes as the system sets them up
really is efficient,” he says. “Our business has increased by 20% over the
last year, bringing in new facilities,
and some of them are quite far away.
But I know that our delivery expense
has not gone up anywhere near that
amount.”

Informed by GPS
While Shulman and Pearson have
found industrial-grade technology to
help manage their delivery processes,
Shulman has also brought some
consumer-grade technology into his
operations. He has GPS-equipped
cell phones, with a Verizon product
called Field Force Manager, that help
him manage his drivers. Shulman can
receive updates on where his drivers
have been and how long they were
there, as well as other alerts, such
as for speeding. This information is
emailed to Shulman’s cell phone, and
a history is available for review if he
needs to research an issue. “We set
parameters for these alerts,” he says.
“So, for example, if the driver is at a
stop longer than ten minutes, I get a
message.” Shulman used to have GPS
units fixed in the delivery cars, but
this arrangement meant that having
a car out of service also sidelined a
GPS device. “With the cell phone it’s
truly mobile,” he says.

Using What’s
Out There
Much like Shulman’s GPS-enabled
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Josh
Sheffield, Pharm.D.

University of Oklahoma
Health Sciences Center
College of Pharmacy
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Primary practice
is hospice. Also
offers community
flu clinics.

cell phones, pharmacist Josh Sheffield
has also brought consumer-grade technology into his practice. This is
a clear extension of his simple
philosophy for advancing his practice.
“I use what’s out there, what people
are already familiar with,” he says.
In his case, it’s iPhones that he and
his staff use, both to communicate
with nurses in the hospice facilities
his practice serves and to access and
control his Computer-Rx pharmacy
management system.
For authorized refills, the nurses seeing a hospice patient can text in the
patient’s prescription number, a simple task that does not require them to
take time away from patients to make
a phone call. Sheffield estimates that
this has also cut down his time on the
phone by about 20%. He adds that
texting a refill is faster for his technician who does order entry, and it can
also easily provide other details, such
as the priority of the refill. “It makes
our flow a lot easier,” says Sheffield.
He’s even put the phone number and
instructions on texting refills in the
formulary book that he has designed
to reduce medication costs, and that
each hospice facility receives.
This creative use of consumer technology also means that Sheffield and his
staff can act on refills and other tasks,
even if they aren’t in front of a termicontinued on page 28
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nal at the pharmacy. Using a product
called LogMeIn, Sheffield can access
all the functions of his pharmacy
management system from his iPhone

Brad Hopkins

AmPharm Personal Care
Pharmacy
Parsons, Tenn.
Three-pharmacy LTC group comprised
of two locations in Tennessee, one
serving about 3,500 patients and
the other about 200 assisted-living
residents. A third pharmacy, in
Huntsville, Ala., serves about 500 in
nursing homes and
assisted living. The
facilities and the
pharmacies share
common ownership,
though the smaller
pharmacies do market
their services to
outside facilities.

or iPad. “I could do this on my computer at home, but I’ve always got at
least my iPhone with me and I’ve got
it set so that I’m always logged in,” he
says. “All I have to do is tap the icon
and I’m in Computer-Rx ready to
process a refill that was texted to me
or pull up a patient file or documents
I want to review.” For security, Sheffield locks the phones with an access
code and also subscribes to an Apple
product, called MobileMe, that will
allow him to pinpoint the location of
a lost phone and even erase it completely via a Web browser.

Taking the Show
on the Road
Sheffield has another good example of
an innovative use of existing technology, this time by bringing laptops
running his Computer-Rx software
to the community flu clinics he runs.

Sheffield connects the laptops to the
Internet using either secure wireless
or Ethernet cables. This permits
real-time claims adjudication and
eliminates piles of paperwork by allowing entry of patient information
directly into his pharmacy database.
“We also don’t end up with incorrect
information on paper, which would
mean we’d have to get ahold of the
patient again, get a copy of their card,
or something else,” says Sheffield.
For a recent clinic he was running,
Sheffield reports using four laptops
with a technician on each one, with
an extra computer in case something
happened. “We entered data and
processed claims for four people at
a time, and we’re paid right then for
them,” he says.
Sheffield foresees a day soon when
he’ll run his clinics with nothing but
a tablet, an iPad in his case, fitted
with credit-card sliders and remotely
logged into his pharmacy management system. “The iPad weighs a
pound and a half and gives you access
to all the tools in your pharmacy
system,” he points out.

Mobile Workflow
Returning to industrial-grade
solutions available from pharmacy
technology vendors, AmPharm’s Brad
Hopkins’s efforts offer a good illustration of the benefits from mobile
technology available even within the
pharmacy itself. As Hopkins tells the
story, he started to look at errors and
customer service when he took over
as AmPharm’s pharmacy director a
little over a year ago. What he found
was relatively low satisfaction in these
areas. “Part of the problem stemmed
from AmPharm’s ownership of both
pharmacies and facilities,” he says.
This reduced the need to focus on
service in order to remain competitive. But another part of the problem
continued on page 30
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Leave IT
to us

“We often call in substitutes to relieve
our pharmacist. The substitute
pharmacists have all said that Etreby is
the easiest program to learn and use.”
Freddy Fournet
General Manager, Fournet’s Pharmacy &
Professional Home Medical, Franklin, La.

Since 1982, Etreby has been committed to building safe, cost-efficient, user-friendly retail pharmacy
technology. Now, this commitment is backed by the entrepreneurial ability and strength of Cerner,
one of the world’s largest healthcare information technology (IT) companies. At Cerner Etreby, we
can quickly customize our pharmacy management system software to meet your specific business
needs. Leave your pharmacy management system to the experts.
Leave IT to us.
Call us today at 800.292.5590 for more information
and an obligation-free live demonstration or visit us at
www.cerner.com/etreby.

Etreby
Cerner Etreby

7861 Garden Grove Blvd., Garden Grove, CA 92841

800.292.5590

www.cerner.com/etreby
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was AmPharm’s pharmacy software,
which is where Hopkins saw real opportunity to improve service by making a change, in this case to FrameworkLTC from SoftWriters. At the
same time, he decided to add a mobile
element, the company’s PharmScan
product. The impact was immediate.
“We’ve seen our efficiency greatly
improved in the last seven or eight
months,” says Hopkins. “Part of
this is the new software and part is
PharmScan, because of its mobility
and accuracy.” According to Hopkins,
PharmScan is a barcode-scanningdriven mobile extension of workflow.
Currently, AmPharm is using the
devices at the final check and toting
stages, as well as for receiving.
At final check, pharmacists are no
longer tied to a workstation, but can
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you are using the device right,” says
Hopkins. The devices maintain a realFamily Health Center
time wireless connection to FramePharmacy
workLTC, which means that techniWaco, Texas
cians are alerted if a prescription has
Two pharmacies serve 10 sites in a
been discontinued or has other issues
federally qualified health system in
outstanding, and so shouldn’t be deMcLennan County. One is part of the
livered. The same connectivity allows
federal 340B program, and the other
the technicians to initiate printing of
fills Medicaid and retail
prescriptions. The health the delivery manifest, once a tote is
system has in excess of properly loaded and closed out.

Glenn Rebber, R.Ph.

200,000 office visits a
year from a patient base
of about 45,000, and an
average volume of 750
prescriptions a day.

Ultimately, according to Hopkins,
PharmScan is moving barcode-driven
workflow management out into
AmPharm’s operations where and
when it’s needed. “We’ve stopped
double- and even sometimes triplego to where the prescriptions are
instead, reducing bottlenecks. At the filling prescriptions because we didn’t
toting stage, Hopkins has designated have a good record of our work when
workflow technicians using the devices facilities called to say that something is
missing,” he says.
to make sure prescriptions are toted
correctly. “It’s virtually impossible to
continued on page 32
put something in the wrong tote, if

It’s a great comfort
knowing that Emdeon Edit
helps prevent us from
making inadvertent mistakes
that could end up costing
our pharmacy hundreds of
dollars or even more.
- Barry Feely
Medicine Man Pharmacy

Is your pharmacy getting
paid everything it should?
Without Emdeon’s pre/post editing solution, your pharmacy could be leaving
significant claim reimbursement dollars on the table without even knowing it.
More accurate claims mean maximum reimbursements and a more profitable pharmacy.
Emdeon Edit™can help reduce submission errors in real time by automatically performing a
series of pre/post edits on third-party claims when they are sent to the processor. Easy-to-use,
online business analysis tools, as well as access to our Emdeon Payer Compliance™claims
resubmission tool, make this solution an even more valuable investment for any pharmacy.
Discover more. Contact an Emdeon representative at 877.707.0024 to learn how
Emdeon Edit can help your pharmacy receive the maximum claims reimbursements possible.

You don’t need one more partner.
You need one partner that does more.

You and Emdeon.
877-707-0024
www.emdeon.com
© 2011 Emdeon Business Services LLC. All rights reserved.
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Patients and Apps
If you look at the state of consumer-oriented technology, it’s all about smart devices and apps these days.
Not surprisingly, there are tools out there to leverage
this trend and give patients new ways to connect with
their pharmacies. Both Glenn Rebber, pharmacist for
Family Health Center Pharmacy, and pharmacist Craig
McAlister of Conrad Marr Drug have jumped right into
offering apps for refills, with promising results. “Ever
since we started using IVR eight or nine years ago,” says
Rebber, “I’ve thought that it is almost as important to
our practice as the robotics because of the efficiency it
brings. Now our refill app extends this.”
Rebber serves a population that you might not immediately associate with smartphones. “Of course, my
thought had been for a while that our medically indigent patient population would not be able to access the
Internet or carry smartphones,” he says. “But then I look
out at the patients, and they’re on a smart phone or their
caregiver is on one.” With this in mind, Rebber decided

Next Generation:
Interactive iRefill App
™

Introducing iRefill™,
an interactive mobile
refill application that
makes it easy for your
patients to refill their
prescriptions and
access pharmacy
information on
the go.
Contact us today
to learn more or to
schedule a demo. Call
800.600.0435 or visit
www.telemanager.com.
We make it

easy.

Available for iPad®,
iPhone®, iPod touch®,
BlackBerry® and
Android™

to install QS/1’s new mobileRx, and has quickly ramped
up to the point where he’s one of the service’s biggest
users. The app has room for three refill numbers, lets
patients indicate how they’d like to get the prescription
— pickup, delivery, or mail — and even allows them to
request that the pharmacy contact their doctor.
Conrad Marr Drug’s Craig McAlister is equally enthusiastic about the iRefill app from TeleManger Technologies, which he started using about six months ago. “I
think people
Craig McAlister, R.Ph. get addicted to
smartphones,”
Conrad Marr Drug
he says. “And
Yukon, Okla.
when they
Family pharmacy in Yukon since 1962,
discover an
and originally owned by McAlister’s
app that helps
father. Now in a new
them with
4,000-square-foot
their daily
location, focused
primarily on pharmacy
routine, they
and services. Also
really like it.
serves several nursing
At least that’s
homes and assistedwhat they’ve
living facilities.
come in and
told us.” In addition to refill functionality, the app offers map directions and store information, including hours. Patients
can input special circumstances, such as delivery, and
messages to the pharmacy. “It’s useful both for existing
patients and for people looking for the pharmacy,” says
McAlister.
While both Rebber’s and McAlister’s pharmacies offer
IVR and Web refills, too, the best thing about smartphone apps, according to Rebber, is that they give
patients what they want: options. McAlister concurs.
“Overall, the more easily people can communicate
medication issues or get refills in, the better off everyone is,” he says.
Rebber makes another point, which is that mobileRx
has also given him another option for leveraging the
auto-fill feature in QS/1. “This is a fantastic option,
particularly in combination with our ScriptPro robotics,” says Rebber. “I tested this by picking one of my
own prescriptions that I know is in the robot and refilling it with the app. In about 15 seconds, and without
anybody having to touch it, the robot had picked it
up and was filling it.” Rebber has also encouraged the
health system’s 400 employees to try out mobileRx,
with good results.
continued on page 34
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What do these leading community
pharmacies know that you should know?

Corley Drugs – LaGrange, GA

Walker Drug – Grand Junction, CO

Lifechek Drug, Rosenberg, TX

Kopp Drug – Altoona, PA

Ritzman Pharmacies – Wadsworth, OH

Northwest Hills Pharmacy, Austin TX

All of these successful pharmacies have embraced
specialized retail technologies to optimize their retail
business and create happier, more loyal customers.
All of these respected pharmacies run their retail operations with Activant
Eagle®. It’s the integrated business management solution that streamlines
and automates their most time consuming functions, and provides the
power and flexibility to manage thousands of SKUs, order smarter, and
market more effectively.
Cook’s Pharmacy – Eminence, KY

With our proven point-of-sale, loyalty and gift card programs, and seamless
integration with their PMS, Activant helps them elevate their entire
business.

Whether you’re a single store or multi-store business, find out how Activant Eagle will help take your pharmacy to
the next level. Visit www.activant.com/pharmacyretail. Or call 888.463.4700 today.

TWARE VENDOR
SOFM
ID-SIZE RETAIL
ERS

FOR

AS NAMED BY
BEST OF RIS 2010
SOFTWARE LEADERBOARD
®

Activant Solutions Inc. 7683 Southfront Road, Livermore CA 94551
© 2010 Activant Solutions Inc. All rights reserved. Activant, and the Activant logo
are registered trademarks of Activant Solutions Inc.
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In McAlister’s opinion smartphone
apps are only getting better. “We’re
happy with the app right now,” he
says, “and TeleManager has already
updated iRefill twice in the six
months we’ve been using it.” In his
view, these apps are only going to
be more common. “I can see how
things are going,” says McAlister.

“I have a smartphone and I use the
heck out of it all the time, when I’m
not standing here in the pharmacy.”

Marketing the
Service
Both Rebber and McAlister are
making efforts to communicate their
enthusiasm for these apps through
some basic marketing. Rebber made

SIMPLY THE BEST VALUE
IN PHARMACY SOFTWARE
®

FIND OUT WHY LONG- ▲ Data conversion available for most systems
TIME USERS DESCRIBE ▲ True Windows environment
VISUAL SUPERSCRIPT ▲ Comprehensive third-party billing to primary,
AS “A CADILLAC AT A
secondary & tertiary payers
VW PRICE.”
▲ Unique drug file optimized for speed & accuracy
▲ Drug imprints & images
▲ Barcode & Rx scanning
▲ Inventory updates using wholesaler EDI
▲ Electronic prescriptions
▲ Fax refill requests from computer
▲ Plan 340B processing & reports
▲ Signature capture
▲ Workflow management
▲ Automated transparent updates
▲ Automated HIPAA compliant backups
▲ Many other exclusive features!
PHONE AND INTERNET-BASED
CUSTOMER SUPPORT provides you
with instant access to our expert
support staff
CALL 800-359-5580 TO ORDER A FREE DEMO
www.daaenterprises.com
800-359-5580
sales@daaenterprises.com
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Melissa Young

Cooks Pharmacy
Eminence, Ky.
Community pharmacy since 1964,
originally owned by Young’s
father. Three-location operation,
with two stores that are True
Value Hardware and pharmacy
combinations, and one store
strictly an apothecary pharmacy.

use of ScriptPro’s notice boards
in the pharmacy to post messages
announcing the new app. He has
also placed a streamer at the bottom
of the pharmacy health network
television broadcast from Cardinal
Health, which he has on the TVs
in the waiting area. Finally, he reports that he’s put a message on
a portion of the bag label announcing mobileRx.
For McAlister, promoting iRefill has
meant placing ads in the local paper,
the Yukon Review, and putting up
signs around the pharmacy where
people will see them when they
come in or use the drive-thru. He’s
also programmed Conrad Marr’s
TeleManager IVR with a message
about the new option.

Front-Store
Management
So far the focus of this story has
been on mobile technology’s impact
on clinical and pharmacy operations,
but there’s a major role for it in the
front of the store as well. Mobile
technology for managing inventory has been around for a while,
but we’ll see that it has experienced
major improvements in functionality, with concurrent boosts to the
efficiency it brings and the customer
service it helps provide.
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As one example, Cooks Pharmacy is
using the mobile solution from its
point-of-sale (POS) provider Activant to help manage its front end.
According to CFO Melissa Young,
the wireless technology comes
into play on a daily basis for shelf
maintenance, ordering for OTCs
and durable medical equipment, and
receiving. “Employees walking the
floor are able to do all these tasks
from the RF gun,” she says. “We
also use it for price checks, adding
UPC codes to SKUs, and using the
Internet connectivity to see item
availability at our other locations,
our warehouse, and wholesaler.”
At Hi-School Pharmacy, IT Director Jason Weatherley also reports
using wireless handheld PDAs, in
this case provided by the company’s
POS vendor Retail Management
Solutions (RMS). These devices are
put to work creating POs and doing
inventory, among other things, all
in real time. One feature Weatherley
particularly likes is the ability that
the store-level staff has to create promos on the go. “We have corporatelevel promotions that we administer
through RMS,” he says, “but the
store manager can also make a decision to put items on sale.” According to Weatherley, a staff member
simply creates the promotion on the
PDA, identifying it as store specific,
sets the terms, and then scans the
item to finalize it. “We can create
promotions on the floor in about 15
minutes,” says Weatherley.

Jason Weatherley

The Customer
Experience

ability to order items for customers instantly. “You can’t stock every
single thing or always have every
item in stock at a given moment,”
she says. “But when people come in
looking for an item that’s not on the
shelf or asking for a particular item
that their doctor has referred them
to or that they looked up on the
Internet, we still want to get it for
them.” She explains that Activant’s
mobile device lets staff find products
in the warehouse or at the wholesaler, and even at the other two Cooks
Pharmacy locations.

Mobile technology doesn’t just offer
the pharmacy staff advantages in the
front of the store. It also has a direct
impact on the customer experience,
according to both Young and
Weatherley.

For items not regularly stocked, the
information from the mobile device
is added to a PO at a POS terminal.
For an item that is simply out of
stock, a scan of the shelf label will
show if it’s in the warehouse or at

Hi-School Pharmacy

Vancouver, Wash.
Twenty pharmacies, including three
affiliates. Locations
as far north as Oak
Harbor, Wash., and
as far south as Rogue
River, Ore. Serves retail
market and nursing
homes.

For example, Young points to the

continued on next page

Some other strong features, in
Weatherley’s view, are tools to create
shelf labels, talkers, and signs, again
all while out on the floor with the
products. These updated items are
transmitted wirelessly in real time to
the terminals running RMS, where
a staff member simply finalizes the
request and prints the labels.
January/February 2011
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another location. “We can have it sent over with our
driver, who goes back and forth among our three locations every day, or held for pickup,” says Young. “We
do this all the time. With OTC items and health and
beauty items, this offers a very positive customer experience.”
Weatherley offers another example of creating a positive customer experience with Hi-School’s RMS PDA.
“When a staff member creates a new promotion, it’s
done in real time,” he says. This means that even if a
customer picks up the item before a new shelf label can
be created, the new, lower price is in the POS, ready to
offer the customer a pleasant surprise.

Receiving
Another steady front-store task facilitated by mobile
technology is receiving orders. Weatherley reports that
Hi-School pharmacies have all their POs loaded on the
PDAs, so when stock comes in you simply go to the
receiving module, scan the items, and put in the actual
quantities. This is all done where it’s most convenient,
as opposed to having to bring the new stock to a POS
terminal.
Young also has good things to say about mobile technology and receiving. There are several features she cites
that really improve efficiency. “If we get a new item, and
the UPC code isn’t on file, we can attach it to the SKU
right there using the gun,” she says. And if a price goes
up, staff can use a portable printer to create new shelf
tags. If it’s a small order and it’s a slow time with low
staffing levels, the floor person can receive the order out
front while stocking the shelves, which also makes him
or her available to wait on customers. “Being mobile is a
great way to multitask,” says Young.

The Financial Impact
As CFO, Young is also very aware of the financial
impact that mobile technology can have. “The ease of
ordering and managing inventory is critical,” she says.
“If I’m not clear on what I’ve got at my location or even
at our other two locations, and order too much, that’s
an unnecessary cost. We order based on seeing what’s
on the shelf and what’s already available elsewhere in
the company, instead of relying on a report that may be
stale.”
According to Weatherley, Hi-School sees real benefits
in its larger locations. In fact, a few of the biggest Hi36
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School locations have two or three PDAs, according to
Weatherley. “Our stores have to have a large front end
to benefit from this technology,” he says. “There’s not as
much efficiency gained in smaller stores, and it’s harder
to cost-justify.”

“If it’s a small order and it’s a
slow time with low staffing levels,
the floor person can receive the
order out front while stocking
the shelves, which also makes
him or her available to wait on
customers. ‘Being mobile is a
great way to multitask’”
– Melissa Young

CFO of Cooks Pharmacy

Mobile Highlights
For Hi-School Pharmacy’s Jason Weatherley, the main
points in favor of deploying mobile technology are the
ability to do things in real time and the efficiency this
allows. “The speed aspect of it is very useful,” he says.
“And the PDA itself is extremely mobile. If you have
two or three of them, then you can have employees
throughout the store creating POs in different departments for different vendors.”
For AmPharm’s Brad Hopkins, mobile technology in the
pharmacy operations has not only improved prescription
tracking, but also enabled pharmacists to get up and
moving and helped create clutter-free workflow that’s
more efficient. “When you’re serving 32 homes, space
becomes an issue,” he says. “Having mobile technology
gives us flexibility we wouldn’t have with fixed workstations.”
And if it’s reaching out to your patients that interests
you, then Glenn Rebber’s view is that if you aren’t
already using an app to take refills, you’d be well served
to look at the options out there. “It sure helps, because
anything that saves us time in the pharmacy allows us
more time for patient education,” he says. CT
Will Lockwood is senior editor for
ComputerTalk. He can be reached at
will@computertalk.com.
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corner

Pseudoephedrine
Methamphetamine
Control

A

George
Pennebaker,
Pharm.D.

few years ago controls were placed on pseudoephedrine availability because it is used to make methamphetamine. Pseudoephedrine (PSE) is a safe and effective
oral anticongestion drug. Methamphetamine (meth) is a
very dangerous and addictive mind-bender. The federal
controls establish minimum requirements that have been
adopted and/or modified by states.

obvious need for computers to be used to deal with this
issue. I decided to do some research and found that some
other states have been coming up with their own solutions.
Requiring a prescription is one way. Not good. Another
way is to use computers, and a number of states are doing
that.

Policies, Practicalities, and
Solutions — Good and Bad

Make it prescription only. Oregon, Mississippi, and
perhaps others require a prescription for PSE. Some towns
have been trying to write local laws that would require a
prescription in the town! Requiring a prescription surely
makes it less available and more expensive — for those
who should have it as well as for those who should not. (I
will ignore the insurance coverage issue.) To my mind that
is a bad solution because of the cost and hassle and the
reduced availability of a good drug for those who should
have it.

Policy
The policy question is: Will controlling pseudoephedrine
availability control the manufacture and availability of
meth? Some will say that if PSE is not available, meth will
not be available. Others say that demand creates product,
and that the only change will be that the price will go up.
An extension of the policy question is: Should PSE be
available at all? I believe it should be available because it is
a good and safe drug when used as an oral decongestant.
Certainly, phenylephrine (now found in all of the OTC
products purporting to be decongestants) is not effective.
Oops, I forgot about the placebo effect. Some recent studies say that even if you tell patients a drug does not work,
but try it anyhow, it works for many folks.
Clearly, current policy is that availability should be
restricted. So that brings up the practical question: How
should the restrictions be implemented?
I started working on this column because of frustration
over the silliness of California’s paper solution and the

Solutions

I also must repeat that prescription drugs are defined as
dangerous drugs that should not be administered without
medical supervision. OTC drugs are drugs that are safe to
be taken without that supervision. Dangerous versus safe
drugs. Not bad versus good drugs. Requiring a prescription should be a medical/safety issue, not a law enforcement tool.
Sign a form. The federal law requires that a form (paper
or electronic) be signed when PSE is purchased. Most
states just follow the federal guidelines. However, from my
perspective, the form is just “papering over the problem.”
There is no way to know if the buyer visited another
continued on next page
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pharmacy 30 minutes ago. There is rampant identification
fraud. There is no way to gather the paper information into
any kind of analyzable data. Pharmacists are ambivalent
about their responsibilities. Should they refuse to sell PSE if
the ID looks fraudulent or the person does not “look” right?
Or should they just fill out the form and let whoever buy
whatever as long as they don’t violate the quantity-per-purchase rules? What do you do if you think the person was in
a day or so ago and got a 15-day supply? The paper system
is just a bothersome pain. It is what we do in California. It
is not working. No matter what the policy position may be,
the system is not working. People are buying PSE to make
meth and they are seldom stopped.

Better Solutions
My first thoughts were to use one of the claims-processing
systems modified to handle the data and processing associated with PSE purchases.
The system that keeps coming up as I troll the Internet is

the National Precursor Log Exchange (NPLEx) system.
Based on the system’s Web site, it looks like its approach
has the right features. It is online, real time, and looks easy
to use. (On “easy-to-use” I will withhold judgment until I
hear from users.) Law enforcement can have access to the
data so they can sort out the bad guys. If anyone tries to
get more of the product than the laws allow, the pharmacy
is instantly notified. The NPLEx can communicate with
any pharmacy in the state that has agreed to use the system.
Interstate communications are being worked on. Two-way
communication with all of the pharmacies is very important
if something like this is going to do any good.
How much will it cost, and who will pay? The details of the
economics may not be too bad. Pharmacies should not bear
the expense of any such system. Others seem to be ready to
bear the costs. However, we need to be sure that it is not an
added expense for pharmacies providing this service.
Implementation can be easy or difficult, depending on how
the individual states decide to manage the project. From
what I see so far, some states have given responsibility to the
board of pharmacy, others to the health
department, and still others to law
enforcement. Each of these bureaucracies has its positives and negatives, and
even those will vary from state to state.
There may be other systems out there.
If you know of any, please pass that information along to me. If you are using
any of these systems, contact me at my
email george.pennebaker@sbcglobal.
net. (Confidentiality is guaranteed on
my part.) If you have any comments
about this whole issue, I would like to
hear them.
By the way, in the interest of generating a little controversy, it is my opinion
that this is really a federal interstate
commerce issue that our federal government should be handling. What do
you think?
My email address is below. Please use
it. CT
George Pennebaker, Pharm.D., is a consultant and past president of the California
Pharmacists Association. He can be reached
by email at george.pennebaker@sbcglobal.net.
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Remotely Accessing
Your Pharmacy System

Brent I. Fox,
Pharm.D., Ph.D.

Bill G.
Felkey, M.S.

E

computer, they establish a connection
that allows them to see what you see,
controlling your computer as if they are
sitting in front of it with you. From
a computer support perspective, this
capability can significantly decrease the
time required to identify and resolve
problems. For the scenarios above, this
capability can extend your ability to access your computer from anywhere that
you have a Wi-Fi or high-speed cellular
connection.
Specifically, we encourage you to explore
remotely accessing your pharmacy
computer from your Web-enabled
smartphone. We have identified and
Do you find yourself away from the pharmacy, thinking back to a partried software for the Android platform
ticular patient and his or her most recent prescription, wondering why
(PhoneMyPC, Figure 1 on the next
the SIG was different — or was it the same? Have MTM services become a key component of your practice to the point that you frequently page). Remote access software is also
find yourself checking for the latest patient who has been pushed to you? available for the iPhone and BlackBerry
operating systems. Depending on
Have you given your contact information to a select group of patients
so they can reach you when you are away from the pharmacy? Do their your phone’s operating system, options
include LogMeIn, TeamViewer, and
questions require that you have access to their profiles? As community
RDM+ Desktop, among others. You
pharmacy practice evolves with the changing healthcare landscape, we
see an opportunity to use the currently available, nearly ubiquitous con- can Google these names to find more
information about the applications. We
nectivity to extend your reach in order to manage your pharmacy and
have not found remote desktop applicatake care of your patients.
tions for Windows Phone 7 and WebOS
devices yet. If you know of apps for
What
we
are
describing
is
similar
in
concept
to
the
Time Saver
these platforms, let us know.
remote troubleshooting and support that software and hardware vendors now provide. Using a direct link between their computer and your
continued on next page
veryone seems to be going mobile. The Pew Research Center’s
Internet & American Life Project (http://www.pewinternet.org)
tracks a wide variety of topics related to the Internet, including mobile
access. A report they released in July 2010 found that 59% of Americans
now access the Internet from a wirelessly connected laptop or mobile
phone, up from 51% in 2009. Interestingly, considerable growth over
2009 was seen in the use of mobile phones for non-voice-related activities
like email (up 9%) and accessing the Internet (a 13% increase). As for
the use of wireless laptops, you have surely seen road warriors pulling out
their laptops in airports, coffee shops, and hotel lobbies. Many of you
are probably already using your smartphone as a wireless modem for your
laptop when a Wi-Fi signal is not within range. As we have said before,
the question now is often not if you can be connected, but how connected do you want to be? We know some pharmacists who are already more
connected than they want to be.
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Although there are several smartphone operating systems
and numerous remote desktop applications for smartphones, the process for using a smartphone-based remote
desktop app is fairly consistent across devices. The app
for the smartphone is purchased from the app store
and installed on the device. An accompanying application is also downloaded and installed on the desktop
computer(s) that you want to access remotely. You then
complete an initial setup procedure (usually on both
the smartphone and desktop devices) to enable the appropriate permissions and exclusions and to open ports,
if necessary. Once the set-up process is complete, you
should not have to perform any more configuration steps,
unless there is a change in the software and/or network
infrastructure.

Figure 1. PhoneMyPC for the Android operating system, connecting
a DROID smartphone with a laptop computer.

should resume when the computer restarts. This function is often a check box that you can select during setup.
Lastly, if you are an employee, you should ensure that
your use of a remote access application is in compliance
with the organization’s policies.
So, what happens when you use one of the apps on your
smartphone? The majority of the applications are able to The use of these applications is new within pharmacy.
give you full control of your desktop computer from your Accordingly, your pharmacy management software may
not be designed to work optimally with a smartphone
smartphone. This includes access to and full control of
device. We encourage you to begin dialogue with your
applications stored on the desktop. Depending on the
vendors as you explore this tool for your practice. Urge
app chosen, you can also transfer files between the desktop and the smartphone, zoom in and out of the desktop your vendors to begin testing the remote desktop applicascreen, and edit files stored on the desktop computer. The tions to identify which works best with their software.
Ask them to include smartphone considerations in the
apps will usually present you with a brief menu to select
continuous development process of their software user
how you will interact with the remote computer.
interface. Most importantly, recommend that your venSelecting an App There are a host of issues to con- dor closely explore the security issue. You may initially
sider in selecting and using a remote desktop application use the remote option to access referential information on
for your smartphone. Security is an obvious first conyour desktop device. When you begin accessing patients’
sideration. These apps are generally developed with the
information, you want to be sure that their information is
business world in mind, so they usually include encrypprotected.
tion for data transfer and are accessed using passwords.
Remote desktop access from your smartphone is yet
Ultimately, you should evaluate the applications’ ability
another emerging area where technology extends our
to meet HIPAA requirements if you are going to remotely
capabilities and allows us to be more efficient and effecaccess protected health information on the smartphone.
tive in our work. The smartphone app market is growing
The applications that we have evaluated do not require
rapidly. While there are several remote desktop apps to
technical skills or knowledge for initial setup and subchoose from currently, in the coming months and years,
sequent use. However, if you are not comfortable with
there will likely be dozens. We have focused on features
configuring port access and other exclusions, you should
and functions for you to consider as you explore this new
select an application that requires less technical knowlconnectivity option for your practice. We hope to hear
edge for setup.
about your experiences. CT
Obviously, since these applications have accompanying
Brent I. Fox, Pharm.D., Ph.D., is an assistant professor,
desktop applications, you will want to select an applicaBill G. Felkey, M.S., is professor emeritus, Department of
tion that works on both the smartphone and desktop op- and
Pharmacy Care Systems, Harrison School of Pharmacy, Auburn
erating systems. From a functional standpoint, computers University. They can be reached at foxbren@auburn.edu and
must remain powered on to use these applications. After felkebg@auburn.edu.
power is lost, the application stored on the remote device
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What Will 2011 Bring?

T

his time of year is always interesting as the various media release
their 2010 highlights and outlooks for 2011. I thoroughly enjoyed
ComputerTalk’s “Looking Ahead: What’s Coming in 2011” cover story in
the last issue. There were numerous solutions planned to help pharmacies
continue to drive efficiencies while expanding patient care. These included
enhancements and new interfaces, especially to mobile devices, hosted services such as software as a service (SaaS), centralized solutions, D.0 implementation, and medication therapy management (MTM) growth.
The growth in SaaS and “cloud” computing is a topic that has made several
2011 outlook lists across industries. These continue to grow for personal applications as well. One circulating, anonymous commentary on 2011 talked
about how in the near future all our music, books, pictures, and other files
will be hosted on sites from computer vendors. The author challenged readers to rethink the idea of “owning” CDs, books, photo albums, and other
tangible goods. I know I
The challenge for pharmacy, as it carves out its
have finally ventured to
primary-care role for patients, is how to
an online, offsite back
avoid the reimbursement challenges that
up system this year,
based on advice from IT
its physician colleagues have faced.
colleagues. It continually amazes me how advances result in smaller and smaller footprints, and
it was nice to see that in Bruce Kneeland’s recent story in this magazine of
technology innovation in some western, rural pharmacies.
I’ve written about mobile devices in the past, primarily focusing on consumer marketing and patient care. So I was intrigued to see several new
applications being used by pharmacists in business operations, including
drive-thru signature capture, inventory management, delivery, and even
remote system control at the pharmacy. With the central solutions, I’m
reminded of a similar parallel in the distribution industry, which had little
automation in 1991 when I began working with wholesalers and was
highly automated a decade later. The same is happening in the pharmacy

Marsha K.
Millonig, R.Ph.,
M.B.A.

to help workflow and patient safety.
Best yet, the solutions will help support expanded MTM service growth.
While payment is clearly still a barrier,
so can redundant and non-integrated
technology. I have participated in
numerous discussions and focus groups
the past year in this area. Bill Felkey
and Brent Fox’s recent column, also in
this magazine, featured results of an
NCPA member survey on MTM that
reinforced these barriers.

Getting Pharmacy
Involved MTM is an area that is

likely to see a lot of growth in 2011
as the accountable-care organizations
and medical home models of care start
to be defined in regulations resulting
from healthcare reform. And while the
changed political climate and parties may cause some components of
the 2010 healthcare reform bill to be
modified, most predictions are that
it will continue to be implemented
until a potential Supreme Court case
develops, primarily on the individual
insurance mandate. Regardless, the
new Pharmacy e-Health Collaborative is working toward ensuring that
pharmacists can provide and receive
continued on next page
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the population that is beginning to enroll in Medicare
and will increasingly strain the program. Baby boomers
patient-specific information from certified electronic
use more healthcare services than prior generations. Many
health record systems. This will support expanded MTM
have more health complications, yet have higher expectagrowth. The work of the technology vendors will help
tion for services. Some editorials discuss the convergence
reduce implementation barriers for some pharmacists who
of baby boomers into Medicare and the healthcare reform
do not want to have to enter MTM encounter data in
bill’s provisions that allow previously uninsured people to
numerous systems and formats.
access primary care services. The concern expressed is how
Another big push for patient care services will be the baby the demand for primary-care services can possibly be met,
boomers. 2011 marks the first year that baby boomers will given the current shortage of primary-care physicians and
turn 65 and be eligible to participate in the Medicare pro- geriatricians. These physician groups are among the lowest
gram. Over 75 million of the nation’s 310 million people paid, yet their patient cases require much more effort, with
multiple conditions and medications. The ratio of geriatriare classified as baby boomers. That’s about a quarter of
cians to patients over 75 is expected
to drop to one to 5,500 in a short
PrimeRx
two decades, from today’s ratio of one
Pharmacy Management System
to 2,700, according to the American
Geriatrics Society.
continued from previous page

PrimeWEB
Customized Web Sites/Portals

PrimeESC
Electronic Signature Capture

PrimeCENTRAL

PrimeDMS
Document Management

for Pharmacies

Central Data Reports for
Multiple Store Owners

PrimePOS
Point of Sale

System

PrimeDELivERy
In-house and Wireless
Delivery Module

...because it’s not just filling prescriptions any more...
Increase Revenue
and Profitability

Decrease
Dispensing Errors

Increase Your
Pharmacy’s Efficiency

The focus of a pharmacist has always been to
help people. You need tools that ensure
dispensing errors are caught before the
medication is delivered to the patient and at
the same time make sure that the workflow in
the pharmacy contributes to the pharmacy’s
efficiency and productivity to ultimately do
what you had wanted to do in the first place…
HELP your PATIENTS.
For over 20 years, Micro Merchant Systems
has provided solutions to independent
pharmacies.
Call today, and see how our Prime line
of products can assist you in achieving
your goal.

We help the pharmacies of today …
become the pharmacies of tomorrow
866 495 3999 • 516 408 3999
w w w.micromerchantsystems.com
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It will be interesting to see how the
baby boomers influence healthcare
delivery in the next decade, especially
in light of the more polarized political
environment. One thing for certain is
that the number of patients who need
medication management for chronic
conditions will only increase. The
challenge for pharmacy, as it carves
out its primary-care role for patients,
is how to avoid the reimbursement
challenges that its physician colleagues have faced. Can we structure
winning interdisciplinary, medicalhome, or accountable-care organization models that have enough
efficiency driven by technology to
make them successful?
2011 should provide some early
insights. Stay tuned. CT
Marsha K. Millonig, R.Ph., M.B.A.,
is president of Catalyst Enterprises, LLC,
located in Eagan, Minn. The firm provides
consulting, research, and writing services to
help industry players provide services more
efficiently and implement new services for
future growth. The author can be reached
at mmillonig@catalystenterprises.net.

view points

REMS: Going Beyond
Medication Guides

T

he Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act (FDAAA) was
signed into law on Sept. 27, 2007, and went into effect in March 2008.
The FDAAA reauthorized the Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA)
and the Medical Device User Fee and Modernization Act (MDUFMA) and
granted the FDA the right to mandate Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy
(REMS) programs for drugs and biologics with high risk to patients. Through
the tragedies caused by thalidomide and sulfanilamide, history has taught us of
the harsh realities that can result from inadequate medication safety precautions, and REMS is the next step in ensuring patient safety. Now, three years
after FDAAA’s implementation, 165 medications currently require some form
of REMS, with more programs on the way.
Though pharmacists identify best with the medication guide, the most common form of REMS, many programs have begun to require more involvement from physicians, pharmacists, and patients. REMS programs can be
designed to include any combination of a medication guide, communication
plan, elements to assure safe use (ETASU), and an implementation plan. The
iPLEDGE program for isotretinoin is one example of a REMS program that
uses several REMS components, including a medication guide, ETASU, and
an implementation plan.

Going Beyond Medication Guides The FDA can require pro-

grams with any combination of these components, but with 21 medications
currently requiring ETASU, REMS programs with greater involvement from
pharmacists are becoming more common. REMS can often require additional
training and certification of physicians, nurses, and pharmacists, and include
physician and patient registries. Distribution of medication guides has been the
primary role of pharmacists in most REMS programs to date, and this alone
has not been universally well received. While physicians may hold the responsibility for patient education and enrollment in patient registries, we will see a
movement toward greater pharmacist involvement beyond the task of distributing medication guides. The key to successful REMS implementation will
be to incorporate the programs into daily workflow by preparing pharmacy
systems for a new era of drug safety.

Here to Stay REMS programs are here to stay, and the benefits are mul-

Summer
Bruchwalski,
Pharm.D.

tifaceted. The obvious benefit is to the
patient. High-risk drugs and biologics
that may not have been approved in
the past are now reaching patients,
increasing the overall access to lifesaving medications. REMS programs
also generate patient data through patient registries as a way to evaluate and
document product effectiveness while
minimizing side effects. Pharmacists
benefit from REMS programs when
the medications are dispensed through
all pharmacies, not just specialty pharmacies. This way, all pharmacies can
remain an integral part of the healthcare system.
Drugs with special dosing requirements, lab results monitoring, or
heightened abuse potential are often
targets for REMS, and some manufacturers’ solutions involve limited
distribution. One example of this
is seen with Onsolis, a soluble film
form of fentanyl, approved in July
2009, which requires all three levels of
REMS. The product is only available
through the manufacturer’s FOCUS
(Full Ongoing Commitment to User
Safety) program. Prescribers, pharmacies, and wholesalers must all be certified and registered with the manufacturer before the drug can reach the
patient. The pharmacist in charge is
continued on next page
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The American Society for Automation in Pharmacy (ASAP)
has already taken action. ASAP, in collaboration with a
responsible for reviewing educational materials, signing the major biotech company, developed a broad-based standard
pharmacy enrollment form, and maintaining a FOCUS
for safety adjudication, which could be used as a template
authorization number. Due to the many requirements of the for other companies. It is a real-time, two-step adjudication
program, only certified pharmacies are able to dispense this system that will first check to see if the patient has been regproduct. If pharmacists see the enrollment and data sharing istered and that the physician has been certified to prescribe
processes as a burden, patient care could be negatively affected, as this perceived burden could drive product selection,
As a profession, pharmacy needs to accept
instead of what is best for the patient. With pharmacists who
the reality of expanded REMS programs and
already see the addition of a medication guide alone as a
to incorporate technology-based solutions to
disruption, gaining the acceptance of more complex REMS
seems unlikely unless the process is simplified and not overly minimize the additional tasks required by the
disruptive to workflow. Acceptance is vital to ensuring that
newer, more comprehensive REMS programs.
more drugs make it into all pharmacy settings and do not
become limited distribution products.
the product. After adjudication by the payer, a transaction is
continued from previous page

One of the FDA’s goals in developing REMS programs was
that they should not be unduly burdensome. After a push
from pharmacy groups, the FDA agreed to create common
templates for REMS programs to aid in implementation.
There has been a continued push toward a standardized,
system-based approach to implementation of REMS from
pharmacy advocacy groups like the American Pharmacists
Association and the American Society of Health-System
Pharmacists. After a meeting in late November 2010,
the FDA and the industry announced a move away from
individualized REMS programs; plans are underway to draft
a proposal on standardizing REMS. The FDA intends to
reduce the role of medication guides as the sole component
of a REMS program. Technology can and should be the
keystone for complying with the requirements of REMS
programs. Pharmacies have already incorporated medication
guides into the workflow by creating systems that automatically print a guide when a high-risk drug requiring a medication guide is dispensed.

sent by the pharmacy that verifies that the prescription has
been adjudicated for payment by the patient’s insurance, and
that a label has been printed. Because the ASAP prescription-monitoring program standard was used as the foundation standard to build the REMS transaction, the programming effort of pharmacy systems should be minimized to
handle REMS products. The ASAP standard includes a field
that carries the version of the vendor’s software in order
for the REMS database to verify that this version has been
certified by the manufacturer as meeting the requirements of
the manufacturer’s safety adjudication process. This systemsbased approach will save pharmacists time and reduce the
burden of complex REMS programs.

System vendors need to embrace the ASAP standard in
order to address the requirements of various REMS ETASU
programs. Pharmacists should ask their system providers to share their software development plans so they can
be assured that the functionality in their systems enables
participation in these programs. As a profession, pharmacy
The Need for Standards Where REMS programs needs to accept the reality of expanded REMS programs and
to incorporate technology-based solutions to minimize the
include patient registries and certification for physicians
additional tasks required by the newer, more comprehensive
and pharmacies, the development of standards that allow
pharmacy systems to interface with a manufacturer’s REMS REMS programs. CT
program can streamline the administration of these proSummer Bruchwalski, Pharm.D., is a consultant with Pharmacy
grams. Such standards would give pharmacists the ability
Healthcare Solutions, Inc., in Pittsburgh, Pa. She can be reached at
sbruchwalski@phsirx.com.
to electronically verify patient enrollment and access the
patient’s information in one centralized location, reducing
the burden of participating in the program. Technology will For additional information about the FDAAA or FDA-approved
REMS programs, go to http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/
come into play by combining one cohesive system for the
PostmarketDrugSafety InformationforPatientsandProviders/
pharmacist.
ucm111350.htm.
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The American Society for Automation in
Pharmacy held its 2011 Annual Industry
& Technology Issues Conference in January
at The Ritz-Carlton, Amelia Island, Fla.
IMS Health’s Doug Long, left; Lynne
Batshon from the American Society of
Consultant Pharmacists.
t

spoke on the FDA’s efforts to develop a new single-document CMI
solution. A pair of faculty from the
University of Minnesota College
of Pharmacy were on hand, with
Brian Isetts summarizing current research supporting pharmacists’ clinical services, and Jon
Schommer reviewing the national
pharmacy workforce survey. Jack
Russell Software’s Tom Wilson
provided an overview of cloud
computing and open-source software. And Jeanne Scott Matthews
closed out the agenda with her take
on the implications of PPACA and
the continuing debate surrounding
healthcare reform.

t Pharmacy Healthcare
Solutions’ Tim Kosty, left; Mary Jo
Carden of Carden & Associates.

Cephalon’s Kevin Hennessy, left;
Bengt Åstrand of the Swedish
pharmacy group Vårdapoteket.
t

Clarence Lea
from FDS.

t

IQware’s
Steve Belovich.

t Bruce Merrifield, Merrifield
Consulting Group, left; Ted Slafsky of
Safety Net Hospitals for Pharmaceutical Access.

t

Jon Schommer, left, and Brian Isetts of
the University of Minnesota College
of Pharmacy.
Ray Bullman
from the
National
Council on
Jack Russell Software’s Tom
Patient
Wilson, left; healthcare consultant
Information
Jeanne Scott Matthews.
and Education.
t

t

t

by Will Lockwood
The focus was on a speaker program covering a broad range of
topics.
IMS Health’s Doug Long
returned with his presentation on
the U.S. pharmaceutical market
outlook, and Pharmacy Health
Care Solutions’ Tim Kosty covered
the impact AMP pricing will have.
Lynne Batshon from the American
Society of Consultant Pharmacists
provided a look at the challenges
and opportunities in long-term
care pharmacy. New ASAP board
member Clarence Lea from FDS
talked about how compliance
and adherence are good business.
IQware’s Steve Belovich had medical data security as his topic, while
Mary Jo Carden of Carden &
Associates gave an overview of the
new privacy and security provisions
resulting from the HITECH Act.
Cephalon’s Kevin Hennessy highlighted the impact REMS will have
on pharmacy and discussed ASAP’s
new transaction to support REMS
information exchange.
Linnaeus University faculty member and founder of the Swedish
pharmacy group Vårdapoteket,
Bengt Åstrand, offered an international perspective on e-prescribing.
Bruce Merrifield brought a presentation on achieving the change
you need now for your business.
Ted Slafsky of Safety Net Hospitals for Pharmaceutical Access
updated attendees on changes to
the 340B program, while the National Council on Patient Information and Education’s Ray Bullman
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The American Society for Automation in Pharmacy
2011 Annual Industry & Technology Issues Conference

Jim Springer from Kalos, left, with
Emdeon’s David Dixon.
Pharmacy
First’s Brian
Huckle, left,
with Karl
Steele from
the American
Pharmacy
Alliance.
Marsha
Millonig from
Catalyst
Enterprises and
voiceTech’s Tim
Garofalo.

From left, Ateb’s Steve Roberts with Marcus
Wilson and new ASAP board member
Chuck Welch, both from Speed Script.

From left, Diane Fortunato from HBS, Tom
Leonard from SXC Health Solutions, and
Steven Hess from HBS.
Rx-Net-Inc.’s
Chuck
Cannata,
left, with
David Sanford
from Rexam
From left, Anne Bizzaro, John Klimek
Prescription
from NCPDP, and Tom Bizzaro from First
Products.
DataBank.

Mike Groh from excelleRx, left,
with speaker Tom Wilson from
Jack Russell Software.
Sophia Chidichimo from
Two Point
Conversions
with ScriptPro’s Russell
Wheeler.

Dan Van Ostenbridge from
United BioSource Corporation,
left, with speaker Kevin Hennessy
from Cephalon.

Donna Mirocco from OPUS-ISM
with Net-Rx’s Chad Hammerstrom.

Robert Cowan from the National
Association of Boards of Pharmacy with
ScriptPro’s Tracy Thomas.

Mary Hozlock, left, from Rescot Systems
with Terri Delaney from Millennium
Pharmacy Systems.
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From left, IQware’s Don Seddon, Mayo
Clinic’s Brent Ferguson, and Costco’s Fred
Floyd.

Steve Kennedy, left, and Bob
Jones from AmerisourceBergen.

From left, SoftWriters’ Chris Anderson and
Chris Delposen with pc I’s Paul Dyas.

Emdeon’s Casey Robb with Bruce
Grant from United Drugs/AAP.

people

talk

➤ The American Society for Automation in Pharmacy
(ASAP) has announced the appointment of
Tim Hutchison, right, president and CEO of
SoftWriters, who was reelected to the board,
as the new president of ASAP. Hutchison succeeds Mark Sancrainte, R.Ph.,
from McKesson Pharmacy
Systems.The new VP of the
organization, also reelected, is Steve Wubker,
left, president and CEO of Transaction Data
Systems; Wubker replaces Tammy Devine
from QS/1.
Reelected to the board were (pictured below, from left to
right) Frank McCree, R.Ph., director of outpatient pharmacy services with Carolinas HealthCare System; and Mike
Podgurski, R.Ph., VP of pharmacy services with Rite Aid.
Newly elected to the board were Clarence Lea, R.Ph., VP
of marketing and industry relations with FDS, and Chuck
Welch, executive VP and COO of Speed Script.

➤ ModernHEALTH, a specialty pharmacy company
based in southern California, has announced
that Sherri Cherman, Pharm.D., has been
promoted to president. She will be replacing
Ira Halpern, one of ModernHEALTH’s cofounders. Cherman recently celebrated her
20th anniversary with the company.

Remembering Steven Judy, R.Ph.
I was saddened when I received the
news of Steven Judy’s sudden and unexpected passing. I have known Steven
for 25 years and have had the pleasure
of working with him on the board of
directors for the American Society for
Automation in Pharmacy, where he
represented the independent pharmacy sector and was
the secretary/treasurer of the organization. I also had
the pleasure of serving with him on the NCPA Innovation and Technology Committee.
Steven was the very successful owner of Judy’s Drug
Store in Petersburg, W. Va. We often quoted Steven
in this magazine because of his knowledge and use of
technology in his pharmacy. I looked at Steven as an
innovator. He embraced technology right from the
beginning and used it to its fullest. He was my go-to
guy when I needed more insight and opinion on a
software application.
I was always impressed by his low-key, gentlemanly
manner. He was easygoing. He was bright. He was a
good businessman and, above all, a very sharp pharmacist. When he had something to say, we all listened.
I also enjoyed the stories he told me about his pharmacy. I always enjoyed being in his company.
He will be missed.
Bill Lockwood, Publisher
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Rx30 is a phenomenal pharmacy system.
The intuitive filling process, reports, and
menus, combined with a competitive price,
made it the clear choice for our new pharmacy.
Plus, the updates continually add little
nuances and improvements that keep
us loving this system!
Dusty Lewis,
“We both used another software for 10
years but when we decided to open our
own pharmacy – we chose Rx30!
We are really happy with Rx30!
We made a great choice….it’s fast
and that’s what we wanted!”
Jonathan Canterbury
and Matt Kennedy,
J&M Drugs – Warner Robins, Georgia

“I have worked with many different
software systems, at various community
pharmacies. Rx30’s system is user friendly and
far superior to the others, especially when it
comes to support, reporting, and maintaining
inventory.”
Cherese Jones,
Jones Total Health Pharmacy
The data conversion was smooth, the training
was excellent, and the service has been
outstanding. Prescription scanning, built-in
Fact & Comparisons, great interfaces with
IVR, robotics, and POS in a very friendly
operating system has increased our output
giving us more time to spend with patients. This
has been our best technology investment yet!

Clinton Memorial Regional
Health System

Baker’s Pharmacy

“When I was looking to upgrade
our pharmacy’s system, I needed
a state of the art solution that
was cost effective, along with
a company that was quick to
respond to our ever changing
needs.
Rx30 has met and surpassed our
expectations!”
Kevin Blessing RPh
Sauk City Pharmacy

As the main point of contact for our conversion
over to Rx30, I was in contact with at least
a dozen Rx30 representatives, ranging from
conversion support, operations, training, ongoing
technical support and accounting. In each and
every instance, our encounters have been
outstanding, representing the best companywide professional and customer service
support I have ever experienced. We are
simply thrilled with our transition over to
Rx30!
Gary A. Stewart, Asst. Dir. of Pharmacy,
Univ. Maryland Medical Center

A. Boyd Ennis, Jr., PharmD, RPh,
Payless Drugs - Morris, Alabama

...Enough said.
Call today 800-289-7930

